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Traffic Control Planning Tool 

 

Brian Scott Goldberg, MSE 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Randy B. Machemehl 

 

The purpose of this study is to develop a tool that will assist in the development of 

traffic control plans.  Using information from TxDOT Dallas District and several other 

sources, a GIS-based map has been assembled that combines data from many different 

formats into one user-friendly environment.  The capability provided in the tool includes 

geometric properties of all TxDOT-controlled freeway segments, as well as daily and 

hourly demand data and capacity information specific to both general and HOV lanes.  

By selecting a segment on the map and opening the tool, the user can easily navigate 

through the collection of data in just seconds, which will significantly reduce the amount 

of time required by the traffic engineer to gather site-specific information when analyzing 

temporary traffic control. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 MOTIVATION FOR THE WORK 

The key to economic development and overall well-being is a sturdy and reliable 

transportation system.  Without reliable transportation infrastructure, people are not able 

to easily access work sites, grocery stores, restaurants, or many other places that are 

essential for survival. The United States developed a very strong transportation system 

during the 20
th

 century, from national projects like the Interstate Highway System which 

connects all 48 states in the continental U.S. and also includes Hawaii, Alaska, and 

Puerto Rico, to vast local projects like the New York Subway System.  Our country has 

done an excellent job in providing the infrastructure necessary to enhance the quality of 

life of our people. 

 In the past several decades, however, the U.S. Department of Transportation 

(DOT), as well as many public state agencies, has been under tremendous financial 

pressure.  There is simply not enough money to improve our transportation system, or 

even maintain the existing, but outdated infrastructure. Bridges and pipelines that were 

built in the early 1900s are not as structurally safe as they used to be, hence they need 

immediate attention, which is currently unavailable financially.  As a result, tragic events 

have been more prominent in the past decade, such as the Interstate Highway 35W bridge 

collapse in Minnesota and the gas pipe explosion in Midtown Manhattan, both in 2007.  

There is no question that our transportation system is in dire need of maintenance and 

repair. 

 For over 50 years, highway agencies, mainly state DOTs, were primarily 

responsible for construction only, but they have recently been given responsibility for 
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highway operations as well.  They have been given the task of determining where to 

allocate funds for roadway rehabilitation and upgrades. In massive regions such as the 

Dallas-Fort Worth area, which is home to over six-million residents and was the second 

fastest growing area in the United States from 2000-2010 (Aasen), this responsibility can 

quickly become a very tedious one. Repair, rehabilitation and upgrade projects must 

generally be accomplished while traffic continues to use the facility being improved.   

Work zones and work zone traffic control design have become highly problematic. Now 

more than ever, a tool that could help plan work zone traffic control schemes would be 

very helpful. 

 The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) is issued by the 

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and it “defines the standards used by road 

managers nationwide to install and maintain traffic control devices on all public streets, 

highways, bikeways, and private roads open to public traffic” (FHWA 2009). Part Six of 

the document discusses Temporary Traffic Control (TTC), establishing standards that 

must be adhered to when developing Traffic Control Plans (TCP).  Construction sites are 

very dangerous environments for motorists, pedestrians, and workers.  It is very common 

for a construction zone to be on a freeway, where vehicles are travelling at very high 

speeds and the slightest driver error can easily lead to fatalities. Therefore, the correct use 

of signage, markings, flaggers, and other devices is imperative.  The development of a 

TCP is a very delicate process and is very specific to the site; it often takes a great 

amount of time and effort to produce.  The traffic engineer must be familiar with the 

roadway characteristics of the site, such as geometric properties, hourly traffic volumes, 

vehicular capacity, and high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane information (where 
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applicable).  For the Dallas District of the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), 

this information is scattered throughout several databases and is very time-consuming to 

locate manually. Resultantly, a tool has been developed to combine all of this information 

into one user-friendly environment. 

1.2 WORK METHODOLOGY AND OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of the Geographic Information System (GIS) based traffic control 

planning tool is to provide site-specific information in order to reduce the time and effort 

required to generate a TCP.  As the name implies, the tool is GIS-based and provides all 

of the information in a visual, easy-to-use environment.  The information available in the 

tool includes geometric properties of the roadways, as well as daily and hourly traffic 

volume, and calculated hourly capacity.  These data were collected from multiple sources 

with different formats, organizational structures, and coordinate systems.  Consequently, 

amassing the information into a single environment is a complex task. 

For this study, the geographical layout of roadways is stored in GIS layers 

individual to each of the seven counties under the jurisdiction of the Dallas District of 

TxDOT. The study area will be discussed in Section 1.3.  Many attributes are stored in 

these files including roadway names and directions, and location-specific information 

such as county, city, and the jurisdiction responsible for each individual roadway 

segment.  No geometrical or traffic data are stored on this layer; however, the physical 

layout of the network is precise, like maps available in stores or on the internet, making 

this data source an essential element in building this tool.  This layer was nicknamed 

Census Roads by previous project participants. 
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Traffic volumes are a little more difficult to obtain.  There are 13 Statewide 

Traffic Analysis and Research System (STARS) counters in the study area that accurately 

detect the number of vehicles travelling in each direction of a freeway at a particular 

point in the network.  There are also 477 TxDOT traffic counters in use throughout the 

region that record traffic information; however, most of them either overcount or 

undercount, and few are accurate enough in producing acceptable traffic counts; 

however, the data collected can be used to distribute the daily traffic volumes into hourly 

percentages.  Since traffic counters provide traffic flow data at specific sampling 

locations, flows upstream or downstream of a count location may be significantly 

different.  For example, a count upstream of a freeway exit ramp is likely to show greater 

flow than would be counted downstream of the ramp.  Therefore, although counter data is 

useful, since every freeway segment (before and after every ramp) cannot practically be 

counted, the count based data does not produce “continuous” flow descriptions.  The only 

available source of continuous traffic volume data for this area is demand data estimated 

by the North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) Dallas – Fort Worth 

Regional Travel Model (DFWRTM). The data are stored in a GIS layer similar to the 

Census Roads layer, but is on another coordinate system.  This database provides demand 

information including AM- and PM-peak hour demand, as well as an estimate of total 

daily volume. It should be noted that these data are intended for demand estimation, and 

therefore may not accurately reflect traffic volumes on certain links, as the traffic 

assignment portion of the model does not dynamically consider roadway capacity 

impacts upon traveler route choices that actually exist.  From this point forward, this 

layer will be referred to as Demand Dallas. 
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 Geometric properties of a segment that are of particular interest to this study 

include the number of lanes, lane width, and right and left shoulder widths.  These 

features are necessary to calculate the vehicular capacity of that stretch of roadway.  Lane 

and shoulder width information is just a small fraction of a database maintained by 

TxDOT known as the Pavement Management Information System (PMIS).  Because 

these data are stored in a spreadsheet and have to be incorporated into a GIS-based map, 

the Texas Reference Marker (TRM) system was utilized to convert the data. 

 Directly combining all of the five databases is impossible, because they all have 

different formats, coordinate systems, and identifiers. Furthermore, there was no single 

piece of information that was common to each source.  Therefore, merging them into one 

GIS-based environment was not as simple as originally intended.  As the development of 

the tool advanced, many algorithms were created to assist with combining all of the 

information; however, at times, it proved to be more practical to collect and distribute the 

necessary information manually or through the use of Microsoft Visual Basic coding.  

Visual Basic is a free software add-on that allows the user to develop and operate 

programming code to customize existing software.  In this study, it was used to create all 

of the custom components within the model.  

1.3 STUDY AREA 

The Dallas District of TxDOT is responsible for seven counties in North Central 

Texas (Figure 1.1), including Collin, Dallas, Denton, Ellis, Kaufman, Navarro, and 

Rockwall (Figure 1.2).  The study area does not include Fort Worth; the Fort Worth 

District controls Tarrant county and several other counties on the western half of the 

Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA).  The DFWRTM does not include demand 
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information for Navarro County, so these data were acquired using other methods which 

will be described later. 

 

Figure 1.1: Location of TxDOT’s Dallas District (TxDOTDistricts) 

 

Figure 1.2: Seven counties of TxDOT Dallas District (Dallas)  
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1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE 

 The GIS-based traffic control planning tool is a long-term, three-phase project.  

The first phase is to create a static model in ArcMAP, the main component of ERSI’s 

ArcGIS suite. Within this interface, a user can click on specific roadway segments inside 

the study area and view current geometric characteristics, traffic volumes, and capacity.  

This function should be available for at least all limited-access roadways and major 

arterials within the district’s boundaries.  Another section of the tool will allow the user 

to calculate the new capacity of these segments if the geometric properties of the roadway 

were altered as a result of construction, such as the closing of a lane and/or shoulder.  

Once this phase is complete, phase two focuses on putting the model through a micro-

simulator which will provide more detailed information for enhancing traffic flow and 

operations.  A VISSIM or CORSIM based software package will most likely be the best 

option for accomplishing this task. Phase three aims to use all of the information 

assembled in the first two phases to create a dynamic environment for the user in which 

the user would be allowed to identify the specific geometric alterations of certain 

segments in the network and simulate the resulting traffic flows and diversions in the 

region affected by these changes.  A special windowing technique is expected to be used 

to accomplish this task, which will utilize technology developed by Dr. Steven Boyles, a 

professor in the Transportation Engineering department at The University of Texas at 

Austin. 

 Previous work on the tool involved adding almost all of the limited-access 

freeway segments within the study area from the Census Roads layer, as well as the 

geometric properties, AM- and PM-peak demand, and capacities of these segments. Upon 
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visiting with some of the project managers at the TxDOT Dallas District in September, 

2010, it was requested that Phase 1 be expanded.  This modification aims to incorporate 

hourly traffic volumes for all freeway segments, HOV lane information and STARS data 

into Phase 1 of the project.  When developing TCPs, traffic engineers will be able to use 

this information to determine capacity more precisely, by being able to distinguish 

general lanes from HOV lanes.  In addition, specific hourly traffic volumes will assist in 

identifying the times of day that are feasible for construction without causing major 

congestion.  Lastly, incorporating actual traffic counts into the model will help the 

engineer better understand the shortcomings of using the DFWTRM demand estimations 

as actual traffic volumes, and better approximate actual traffic volumes on links where 

counters are not present. 

 This thesis will focus on Phase 1 of the project, emphasizing the steps taken to 

gather and incorporate the new freeway-related information requested by TxDOT into the 

model. Chapter 2 will briefly review the previous work completed on the tool.  Chapter 3 

provides step-by-step information regarding how the model is used.  Chapter 4 explains 

the minor additions made to previous work before moving forward.  Chapters 5 and 6 

detail the steps taken to identify and incorporate hourly traffic volumes for general and 

HOV lanes, respectively.  Chapter 7 will explain the addition of STARS information and 

Chapter 8 will discuss the addition of graphing capabilities. 
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Chapter 2. Summary of Previous Work 

2.1 THE IDEA FOR A GIS-BASED ENVIRONMENT 

The idea to develop a GIS-based traffic control planning tool is extremely 

innovative; although it sounds simple, it has never been done before. The original idea for 

this project came from Nabeel Khwaja, a research associate for the Center for 

Transportation Research (CTR) at the University of Texas at Austin.  He envisioned 

a tool that could be quickly accessed by TxDOT District decision-makers and used as an 

aid in determining the impacts of a lane (or lanes) closure during the construction phase 

when time is of the essence (Nabeel). 

In the past, TxDOT had maintained sub-regional traffic simulation models for 

major corridor reconstruction projects, which allowed them to estimate traffic delays 

from proposed lane and ramp closures, as well as provide recommendations on whether 

to proceed with a closure or not.  In some cases, detours or other additional details were 

also provided. The usefulness of these models led to increasing numbers of calls from 

TxDOT staff seeking quick answers. On average, TxDOT Dallas District receives 4-8 

requests per month for a quick analysis of traffic data to aide in such decisions. This led 

Nabeel Khwaja to invent this tool that could help aide in quicker responses to such 

requests without having to gather geometry information, traffic counts, demand data, etc. 

from a variety sources (Nabeel). 

2.2 CAPACITY AND GEOMETRY 

Roadway capacity is a measurement of the maximum obtainable traffic flow on a 

given section of roadway using all available lanes.  For this study, it is represented in 
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vehicles per hour (vph). Eric Spurgeon (2008), one of the previous participants in the 

study, did extensive research using the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), a publication 

of the Transportation Research Board (TRB).  The manual defines “computational 

procedures for computing the capacity and quality of service of various highway 

facilities, including freeways, highways, arterial roads… intersections, rural highways…” 

(HCM 2010).   Within the scope of this project, the HCM explains how to calculate the 

capacity of a freeway segment based on its geometric properties.  These properties 

include shoulder widths and lane widths, in addition to the number of lanes.  There have 

been four revisions of the HCM, originally published in 1950.  In his thesis, Spurgeon 

(2008) reviewed the two, most-recent revisions of the HCM, 1985 and 2000 (the 2010 

edition was published after his work was completed), and concluded that the formulas 

defined in the 1985 revision of the HCM would be a better selection for this study than 

the 2000 revision given that the formulas are only applied to basic freeway segments.  

The exact capacity calculation can be found in the Appendix, and the methodology can 

be found in Spurgeon’s thesis (2008). 

As a result, calculating capacity of the freeways was relatively simple once the 

geometric properties of each segment were known.  Fortunately, this information is 

stored in the Pavement Management Information System (PMIS) database in half mile 

sections for all TxDOT controlled freeways in the Dallas District. The Texas Reference 

Marker (TRM) system relates these half-mile stretches to specific geographic locations. 

Using the TRM database, as well as several macros developed for this project, the 

information found in the PMIS database was linked to the information available in the 

existing Census Roads GIS layers that TxDOT maintains.  The beginning stages of the 
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project involved duplicating freeway segments from the Census Roads layer onto a new 

GIS layer named CTR Dallas, and merging the geometric elements from the PMIS into 

this layer.  In his thesis, Andrew Karl (2009) goes into great detail regarding the 

methodology and procedures for completing this task. 

Once the geometric properties of each freeway segment were incorporated into 

the segments in the CTR Dallas layer, the corresponding capacities were easily calculated 

using the 1985 HCM methodology suggested by Eric Spurgeon. 

2.3 DEMAND MODELING AND TRAFFIC VOLUMES 

Due to the incredible cost and potentially repetitive nature of recording traffic 

count data on every segment in the network, this information is non-existent.  For this 

reason, the AM- and PM-peak traffic volumes were drawn from the North Central Texas 

Council of Government’s (NCTCOG) Dallas – Fort Worth Regional Travel Model 

(DFWRTM).  It should be noted that the numbers generated for this model were not 

intended to represent actual traffic volumes; therefore, they are not sensitive to detailed 

roadway geometry.  In some instances, the estimated traffic demand could be up to 3.5 

times the capacity, which is impossible. Efforts were made by several of the previous 

researchers involved in the study to convert the demand data to volume data on this layer.  

The current volume to capacity ratios of all segments in the tool are equal to or less than 

1.25. 

Merging the DFWRTM Demand Dallas GIS layer with the newly created CTR 

Dallas layer explained in Section 2.2 was a challenge.  Both of the databases are stored in 

GIS layers accessible in ArcMAP, however they happen to be on two different coordinate 

systems as shown in Figure 2.1.  It was decided by previous participants in the study to 
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use the Census Roads layer as the default coordinate system, because it agreed with 

ArcMap’s built in World coordinate system.  Therefore, macros were developed by Rui 

Gao, a previous participant in the study, that would use the midpoint and endpoint 

coordinates of each segment on the Demand Dallas layer to associate it with the closest 

segment on the CTR Dallas (and Census Roads) layer.  More detailed information about 

the process can be found in Andrew Karl’s Master’s thesis (2009). 

 

Figure 2.1: Data source layers on different coordinate systems 

There were several locations within the TxDOT Dallas District boundaries that 

were not included in the NCTCOG’s Demand Dallas layer, such as Navarro County and 

others.  The coverage area of the DFWRTM is displayed below in Figure 2.2.  At these 

locations, other efforts had to be made in order to estimate demand.  These methods are 

explained in previous documentation of the project. 
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Figure 2.2: DFWRTM coverage area (NCTCOG) 

This study was taken over and continued from the point when almost all of the 

TxDOT controlled limited access freeways had been copied to the CTR Dallas layer, and 

the Demand Dallas information had been merged with it.  Nine of the limited-access 

freeways within the district were entirely missing from the model at that time. With the 

assistance of Taylor Mansfield, another Master’s student in the Transportation 

Engineering Department at UT Austin, these segments were all added to the model using 

detailed instructions documented in Andrew Karl’s thesis.  Information regarding the 

specific segments that were included in the 2009 model, and the segments added since 

then can be found in Section 4.1. 
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Figure 2.3: CTR Dallas layer (2009) 

2.4 SUMMARY 

The idea for a GIS-based traffic control planning tool was created by Nabeel 

Khwaja, a Research Associate for CTR.  He envisioned a map that would store an 

assortment of information frequently required to develop TCPs in one user-friendly 

environment.   

The geometric layout of the roads was stored in a GIS database maintained by 

TxDOT; this “Census Roads” layer does not contain information regarding geometric 
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properties, capacity, or traffic volumes.  Information about roadway geometry for all 

freeways controlled by TxDOT Dallas District was found in the PMIS database, which 

identifies half-mile stretches of freeways and records an assortment of information about 

them, including their geometric properties.  Because these data are stored in a 

spreadsheet, the TRM system was required to link the information to corresponding 

freeway segments in the Census Roads layer.  Data regarding traffic volumes are very 

difficult and expensive to collect; the level of detail required for this project is not 

available anywhere.  Therefore, demand data from NCTCOG’s DFWRTM was converted 

to traffic volume information.  The information is stored in a GIS map, but on a different 

coordinate system than the Census Roads information.  Using programs written by Rui 

Gao, a previous participant in this study, the two coordinate systems were merged 

together to add the demand data to the previous information collected. 

The 2009 version of the tool had all of this information stored on one layer called 

CTR Dallas.  The data were all located in the attributes table.  Additionally, a tool was 

created that would allow the user to view all the information about a selected freeway 

segment in one easy-to-read, aesthetically-pleasing pop-up window called the CTR 

Freeway Demand Tool, which is the focus of Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3. Model Structure and Function 

One of the main objectives when creating the TxDOT Dallas GIS-based traffic 

control planning tool is to make it very user friendly.  Therefore, no matter how complex 

the structure of the many combined data elements, the tool must present the user with a 

clear, easily understood information.  This was one of the reasons a GIS-based 

environment was selected. 

3.1 NAVIGATING ARCGIS 

Navigating the model and using the tool are very simple tasks; the procedure has 

not changed at all since Andrew Karl’s thesis (2009).   The model can be opened by 

double-clicking the .mxd-file in Windows Explorer itself or opening up ArcMap and 

clicking File, Open…, and opening the .mxd-file from here.  Figure 3.1 shows the layout 

of ArcMap once the model is opened. 
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Figure 3.1: Layout of the model in ArcMap 

 The layer manager is used to toggle layers on or off.  By clicking the check box 

next to the name of one of the layers, the user can customize the map to display in the 

manner they find most useful.  The layer manager contains two layers on top of the CTR 

Dallas layer, both of which will be further explained in Section 4.2.  The layer manager 

can be seen in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Close-up of the layer manager in ArcMap 

The pan and zoom functions can be used to locate the desired freeway segment 

within the model.  Panning and zooming can also be done with the wheel of the mouse; 

clicking and holding the wheel of the mouse lets the user pan, and scrolling up or down 

zoom out or in, respectively.  If preferred, these functions can also be found on the Tools 

bar at the top of the screen. 

3.2 SELECTING A SEGMENT IN THE MODEL 

To select a particular segment, the user must click the “Select Features” button on 

the Tools bar and then click the segment on the map for which information is desired; 

selected features display as cyan.  Once the segment is selected, the user can click the 

CTR Freeway Tool button on the Tools bar.  Figure 3.3 displays the Tools bar, 

highlighting the important functions that the user must know. 
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Figure 3.3: ArcMap Tools bar highlighting necessary functions 

If the user has selected more than one segment before clicking the CTR Freeway 

Tool, a pop-up message will appear that prompts the user to either zoom in and select 

only one segment or have the tool display information about the first selected segment.  

The pop-up error message is displayed in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4: Multiple segments pop-up window 

 All of the information collected for this study is stored in tables that exist in the 

background of ArcMap; hence, they are not usually seen by the user.  One general 

attributes table holds all of the information described in Section 2.  This table can be 

accessed and modified as needed by future participants on this project by right clicking 

on the CTR Dallas layer on the layer manager and selecting “Open Attribute Table”.  

Although essential to the proper functioning of the tool, the user never sees this table.  A 

screenshot of this table can be viewed in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: Attributes table where data is stored  

3.3 THE CTR FREEWAY DEMAND TOOL POP-UP WINDOW  

Once the CTR Freeway Tool button is clicked, all of the information useful to a 

traffic engineer is extracted from the attributes table and copied into the CTR Freeway 

Demand Tool pop-up window.  All of the code executed when the user opens the CTR 

pop-up can be found in Program A.1 in the Appendix.  This window will be referred to as 

the CTR pop-up for the remainder of this study. 

Since 2009, the CTR pop-up has been completely revamped.  For the sake of 

highlighting these changes, the 2009 version of the window is explained and presented in 

this section.  Throughout this document, the changes made to this window are discussed 

and the current version is revealed. 

 The 2009 Freeway Demand Tool pop-up window had two tabs.  The first tab 

displayed information about the selected freeway segment, including road name, 

direction, number of lanes, lane and shoulder widths in feet, capacity in vehicles per hour, 

and AM- and PM-peak demand, also in vehicles per hour.  This tab is shown in Figure 

3.6. 
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Figure 3.6: Road Data tab of the 2009 CTR pop-up 

The second tab, titled “Custom Calculation,” allowed the user to temporarily 

modify the geometric characteristics of the segment and calculate the new resulting 

capacity.  An engineer would find this useful if a lane had to be closed for construction, 

which might also eliminate one of the shoulders.  It is important to note that this capacity 

does not update the attributes table; it is a temporary calculation tool for hypothetical 

purposes.  This tab is displayed in Figure 3.7.  When the user clicks the recalculate tab, 

the program searches embedded code written by previous study participants to find the 
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corresponding capacity.  The capacity field in this window is then updated with the new 

capacity. 

 

Figure 3.7: Customized Calculation tab of the 2009 CTR pop-up 

Once a user has identified all the information useful for his or her study, the 

window can be closed by clicking the red X in the top right-hand corner or clicking the 

“Exit” button on the Road Data tab.  Additional segments may be selected or the program 

may be exited. 
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3.4 SUMMARY 

The main objective in the design of the model is to include as much information 

as possible related to developing TCPs while making navigation by the user as easy as 

possible.  ArcMap can be tedious at times, but this chapter explains all of the tools the 

user needs to use the model to its full potential. 

After opening the model, the pan and zoom functions can be used to locate a 

freeway segment.  The user must then click the Select Features button and click on the 

desired freeway segment.  Next, the CTR Freeway Demand Tool button must be clicked, 

opening the CTR pop-up displaying all the information available about this segment.  

Geometric roadway properties, along with capacity and demand information about the 

selected segment can all be viewed in this pop-up window.  In addition, another tab is 

available in the pop-up where the user can alter the geometric properties of the freeway 

segment and calculate the new capacity given the changes. 
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Chapter 4. Completing the Network 

4.1 ADDITION OF TXDOT LIMITED-ACCESS FREEWAYS 

 In his 2009 thesis, Andrew Karl documented the steps required to add a link to the 

model and merge all of the necessary information to this link.  When work resumed in 

early 2010, there were several limited-access freeways controlled by the TxDOT Dallas 

District that had not been added to the map.  The first step in moving forward was to be 

sure all of these segments were added to the model.  At the time, the map included twelve 

freeways.  It was discovered that a total of nine additional freeways had to be added.  In 

order to keep the naming convention consistent, certain abbreviations were used for 

different types of roadways.  These abbreviations are displayed in Table 4.1.  Table 4.2 

lists the 2009 model and current model freeways, along with the number of segments and 

the length, in miles.  

 Beyond freeway segments alone, it was determined that TxDOT also controls 

direct connector ramps that link certain limited-access freeways to one another.  A total 

of 142 direct connectors were added to the model.  Unfortunately, the PMIS database 

does not include information about these ramps.  Therefore, Google Earth satellite 

imagery was used to estimate geometric properties of these elements.  Using the ruler 

tool included in the software, which can be seen in Figure A.1 of the Appendix, the 

shoulder widths and lane widths for each of the 142 direct-connector segments were 

estimated and recorded in the model.  These properties were used to estimate freeway 

capacity based on the 1985 HCM calculations explained in Section 2.2. 
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Table 4.1: Names and abbreviations used in the model 

 

Table 4.2: List of freeways included in original and current model 

 

 

Name Abbr. Example

Interstate Highway IH IH 35E

US Highway US US 75

State Highway SH SH 183

State Highway Spur SS SS 366

State Highway Loop SL SL 12

Name Alternate Name Length (mi) Segments

IH 45 Julius Schepps Fwy 72 203

IH 30

R.L. Thornton Fwy,

Tom Landry Hwy 47 189

US 75 North Central Expy 45 177

IH 635 Lyndon B. Johnson Fwy 37 169

IH 20 -- 58 163

US 175 S. M. Wright Freeway 32 144

US 67 Martin D. Love Fwy 22 94

US 80 -- 19 62

IH 35 -- 14 51

IH 35W -- 18 36

US 287 -- 6.9 25

Name Alternate Name Length (mi) Segments

SL 12 Walton Walker Blvd 10 51

SH 114 John W. Carpenter Fwy 10 48

SS 408 Patriot Pkwy 4.3 15

IH 345 -- 1.4 13

SH 161 -- 2.0 11

SS 366 Woodall Rodgers Fwy 1.6 9

SS 557 -- 4.4 9

SH 121 -- 1.8 2

2009 Model Links

Segments Added to Current Model*

*142 direct connectors were also added to the model
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4.2 GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE LAYERS 

Within the project boundaries, there are also several controlled-access freeways 

managed by the North Texas Tollway Authority (NTTA).  NTTA operates and maintains 

the Dallas North Tollway, a 32-mile, north-south toll road running from IH 35E near 

downtown Dallas to US 380 near Frisco.  They are also responsible for the President 

George Bush Turnpike, a 45-mile, east-west, tolled extension of SH 161 that runs through 

the northern suburbs of Dallas.  Lastly, NTTA controls the Sam Rayburn Tollway, a 12-

mile, tolled extension of SH 121 from Coppell to McKinney.  These three tolled facilities 

were added to the model on a new layer called NTTA Tollways, which is displayed in 

navy blue, rather than the CTR Dallas layer, which is forest green.  The layer is not 

selectable in the map; it is only visible in order to help the user locate these major 

facilities and where they intersect the TxDOT freeway segments. 

 In addition to adding the NTTA controlled-access roadways, an ERSI-developed, 

ArcGIS basemap called World Street Map was also added to the tool.  Like web-based 

Google or Mapquest maps, this layer is also non-selectable; it is essentially a reference 

image behind the CTR Dallas layer that displays roadways at the scale selected.  The 

CTR Dallas layer is on the same coordinate system as the ArcGIS World Street Map.  

Therefore, the CTR Dallas segments all begin and end at visible entrance and exit ramps 

and/or where there are changes in the highway itself, such as where US Highway (US) 75 

becomes Interstate Highway (IH) 345.  When an internet connection is unavailable, the 

World Street Map layer cannot be accessed and does not display; in this instance, the 

presence of the layer for the NTTA tollways is even more essential. 
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 In summary, the GIS-based map has three distinct layers, and a STARS data layer 

that will be discussed in Chapter 7.  Hence, the appearance of the model is significantly 

different than it was in December 2009.  A screenshot of the most recent version of the 

model is shown below in Figure 4.1.  When compared to Figure 2.3, it is evident that the 

model has changed greatly since 2009. 

 

Figure 4.1: Screenshot of most recent version of the model 

4.3 MODIFICATIONS TO THE CTR POP-UP 

Several visual and functional changes have been made to the CTR pop-up.  The 

basic appearance of all of the tabs has been updated to be more space-efficient and 

aesthetically pleasing.  Where the 2009 model had two tabs (Road Data and Custom 

Calculation), the current version of the model has five tabs.  The Road Data tab has been 
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renamed General Info, but the name of the Custom Calculation tab has remained 

unchanged.  Some slight adjustments have been made to the nature of both tabs.  The 

General Info tab contains all of the information that previously existed in the Road Data 

tab, with one addition.  The daily volume of the segment has been included; it represents 

the average total number of vehicles that utilize the selected freeway segment on a 

weekday.  This data was also provided in the DFWRTM model.  It should also be noted 

that the geometric properties and capacity specified on this tab include any buffer-

separated HOV lanes.  More detailed information distinguishing general lanes from HOV 

lanes can be found by clicking other tabs on the model; this option will be further 

explained in later Chapters.  Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the new layout of the 

General Info and Custom Calculation tabs. 
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Figure 4.2: General Info tab of current CTR pop-up 
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Figure 4.3: Custom Calculation tab of current CTR pop-up 

4.4 UPDATING ROADWAY GEOMETRY 

The PMIS roadway data was originally added to the model in 2009, but some 

roadway modifications have been completed since then.  Using Google Maps satellite 

imagery, the number of lanes, shoulder widths, and lane widths were all checked in May 

2011 and updated as necessary.  Where changes were made, the capacity was also 

updated.  The general and HOV lane characteristics were also recorded in the GIS 

attributes table, and will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. 
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4.5 SUMMARY 

Before moving forward with development of new features, the model had to be as 

complete as possible.  Primarily, all TxDOT Dallas controlled freeways had to be 

included in the model.  Upon inspection, it was determined that nine freeways and all 

direct connector ramps were missing from the model.  These segments were added using 

the steps documented in Andrew Karl’s thesis in 2009. 

The 2009 version of the model only displayed freeway segments controlled by 

TxDOT.  There were no reference points for a freeway except for the other freeways on 

the map.  Therefore, it was determined that another layer displaying a background map 

would be useful to the user as a geographic reference point.  A World Streets layer was 

available on the ArcGIS website, which provided a dynamic background map that 

updates as the user changes location and scale; this layer is comparable to Google Maps.  

Because this layer references the internet which is not always available, the NTTA 

tollways were added to the model as another reference point.  They were put on their own 

non-selectable layer, and are useful as another geographic reference. 

In addition, both tabs of the CTR pop-up window were rearranged to be more 

space-efficient and aesthetically pleasing to the user.  Finally, Google Maps satellite 

imagery was used to double-check and update the geometric properties of the entire 

network in May 2011, and capacities were recalculated and updated where necessary.  
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Chapter 5. Development of Hourly Traffic Distributions 

5.1 DATA COLLECTION 

Dallas is one half of the Dallas – Fort Worth “Metroplex”.  In addition, many of 

the suburbs are also major business districts.  As a result, the freeway characteristics in 

the region are very different from other cities.  In order to study the hourly traffic 

distributions in the area, data collected from TxDOT traffic counters was utilized.  

Throughout the Dallas area, there are 477 (each direction counted as one), properly 

functioning freeway traffic counters that exist in the form of magnetic loops, cameras, 

and side-fire radar detectors in, above, and along freeways, respectively. All of these 

counting devices are owned and maintained by the Dallas District of TxDOT.  The data 

are collected in five-minute intervals for all counters in the network.  At the end of every 

day, all of the data are amassed in one single text file which is then compressed and 

stored on the server of a public website (but not advertised).  In order to make the data 

easier to read and sort, Kris Pruner, a Research Fellow for CTR, imported these text files 

into Microsoft Access spreadsheets that neatly organized the data.  A screenshot of one of 

these databases can be seen in Figure 5.1.  The traffic volume data within the circle will 

be used to demonstrate how distributions were developed.  The information relevant to 

the study is located in Columns A, B, C, and F and represent Date & Time, Detector 

Name, Detector ID, and Volume, respectively. 
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Figure 5.1: Sample Access database with circled traffic volumes 

It is important to point out that these counters do not accurately count the number 

of vehicles in some locations.  Due to the nature of the devices, some tend to 

overestimate and others tend to underestimate; yet due to the systematic error in the 

recording process, the information is very useful for dividing the traffic into percentages 

that could be applied to the DFWRTM daily demand estimates. 

5.2 DATA ANALYSIS 

  For each of the 477 stations, up to eight lanes of traffic data could be recorded for 

each station; however, on any given day, some data recorded incorrectly or did not record 
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at all.  Therefore, each Access database has somewhere between a quarter of a million 

and a million rows of data that were sorted manually to identify what was classified as 

“good data” using the following criteria: 

1. Data is present for all lanes (in one or both directions) at the given location; 

2. Data must be complete and correct for the entire 24 hours of the day; and 

3. Only Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday data could be used. 

The first two criteria are self-explanatory, yet the third one might be difficult to 

understand.  The reason that only three days of data per week would be used is that the 

model is supposed to capture weekday traffic.  Therefore, Saturday and Sunday data are 

obviously inapplicable; in addition, Monday and Friday traffic patterns typically differ 

from the other weekdays.  There is generally more traffic on Friday, and the timing varies 

from other days of the week.  To meet all three criteria, careful attention was given to the 

details of the data to be sure that all traffic volumes used were reasonable. 

5.3 DEVELOPING TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTIONS 

 For each of the 477 stations, at least ten days of good traffic volume data were 

extracted from the database.  The data were arranged by column in Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheets by station and lane.  A screenshot displaying the organization of the data in 

Excel can be found in Figure 5.2.  The traffic volumes from the Access database 

displayed in Figure 5.1 are circled on the screenshot.  Note that there are four lanes of 

data labeled 301 – 304 and that the sum of the traffic in these four lanes is displayed in 

column F. 
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Figure 5.2: Screenshot of Excel file used to generate hourly distributions 

By using simple Excel formulas, the data were sorted into hourly traffic volumes, 

which were then used to compute percentages of daily traffic by hour.  Figure 5.3 

displays this section of the spreadsheet, with the total hourly traffic volumes highlighted 

in yellow and the percentages of traffic by hour highlighted in pink.  These two columns 

summarize the data collected for one of the ten days.  Seven days of data are summarized 

on this screenshot. 
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Figure 5.3: Hourly traffic volumes and percentages computed in Excel 

The average percentage of total daily traffic for each hour of the day was 

computed for the ten days of data used.  The grand mean of those averages was computed 

for each hour and this average was used to develop hourly traffic volumes in the tool.  

Figure 5.4 shows the hourly traffic distributions calculated in the Excel spreadsheet for 

the IH 75 at Park Lane station.  Beyond the average hourly traffic volume, the minimum 

and maximum percentages were calculated, as well as the standard deviation and 

normalized standard deviation.  Most importantly, the grand mean hourly traffic 

distribution was determined, and is highlighted in pink. 
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Figure 5.4: Screenshot of hourly traffic distributions calculated in Excel. 

5.4 INCORPORATING THE TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTIONS 

There were several options available to incorporate the traffic distributions into 

the model.  One option was to copy them directly into the attributes table; however, this 

would require at least 24 extra columns to be added, which seemed entirely unnecessary 

and would cause unnecessary confusion to future participants of this project.  The 

preferred option was to embed all of this data in the code, as it would very rarely have to 

be altered, and would not take up space in the attributes table.  Therefore, a column 

identifying a station name was added; each segment was hereby associated with the 

nearest traffic counter.  A program was written so that when the user opens the CTR pop-
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up, the nearest station is immediately identified, and the hourly traffic distribution is 

located within the code.  The percentage of traffic at each hour is multiplied by the 

DFWRTM total daily traffic volume estimate to determine the number of vehicles at each 

hour.  The CTR pop-up displays the hourly traffic volume estimates and the nearest 

station in the second tab, called Hourly Data.  Also found in this tab is the number of 

general lanes and the corresponding capacity.  This information is valuable to the user, 

because the information given in the General Info tab includes buffer separated HOV 

lanes where present, as discussed in Section 4.3.  On segments with HOV lanes, the 

actual capacity of the general lanes is different than the total roadway capacity.  

Therefore, the engineer can view these details in this tab.  A screenshot of the CTR pop-

up Hourly Data tab can be viewed in Figure 5.5.  Note that the station is IH 75 at Park, so 

the program is using the distribution developed in the explanation above (and shown in 

Figure 5.4) to calculate hourly traffic volume.  In other words, if the hourly distribution 

shown for hour 0 (highlighted in pink in Figure 5.4) is multiplied by the daily traffic 

volume displayed at the bottom of the window (Figure 5.5), the answer will be equal to 

the hourly volume displayed for 12 AM – 1AM (Figure 5.5).  This labeling procedure 

holds true for all hours of the day. 
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Figure 5.5: Hourly Data tab of CTR pop-up 

5.5 OVERVIEW OF THE VISUAL BASIC CODE 

As explained in Section 5.4, the distributions are all contained within the Visual 

Basic programming code in ArcMap.  Therefore, the user will never see it; however, it 

works in the following manner. 

When the CTR pop-up is opened by the user, the program immediately populates 

all of the fields that are taken directly from the attributes table.  This includes the five at 

the top (Road Data, Direction, General Lane Capacity, Number of General Lanes, and 
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Nearest Detector) and the one at the bottom (Daily Volume).  Note that this displayed 

daily volume is the difference of the DFWRTM estimated total daily volume and the 

HOV lane volume (explained in Section 6.2; hence, this volume is specific to general 

lanes only.  

Next, the program executes a function called Daily24hr, which identifies the road 

name and opens another function based on the freeway.  This next function steps through 

all of the stations listed for that road and attempts to match the station name to the nearest 

detector.  If a match is found, the program returns the distribution to the previous 

function where it is then multiplied by the total daily volume and the hourly traffic 

volumes are stored.  These volumes are then distributed into the corresponding fields on 

the Hourly Data tab.  This all happens in fractions of a second, so by the time the window 

pops-up, all of the information is available to the user.  If hourly information is not 

available for the selected segment, the nearest detector field will display “N/A” and the 

hourly traffic volume fields will all display zeros. 

One of the major advantages to having this program structure is that the daily 

traffic volume can be easily altered in the attributes window over time and the hourly 

traffic volumes will update accordingly.  Hence, as traffic volumes increase over time, it 

is very simple to make updates to the model.  The code will not have to be altered unless 

there is a major change in hourly traffic distribution, which is a long-term process.  When 

this eventually becomes an issue, new distributions can be calculated and updated in the 

Visual Basic code.  The current version of the Visual Basic code can be found in 

programs A.2 and A.3 in the Appendix. 
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5.6 SUMMARY 

In order to assemble hourly traffic volume data for the freeway segments in the 

network, several sources had to be utilized.  The Dallas District of TxDOT collects daily 

data from 477 traffic counters, in the form of inductive loops, cameras and sidefire radar 

systems.  The data are collected daily in five minute intervals and are stored on a public 

website’s server. 

Because these counters tend to over- and underestimate the actual volume of 

traffic, the counts could not be directly utilized in the model.  Instead, due to this 

systematic error in data collection, the information from the counters was used to develop 

hourly traffic distributions for the average weekday (Tuesday, Wednesday, and 

Thursday).  These hourly distributions are stored within the Visual Basic code in the 

model. 

The total daily demand from the DFWRTM was used as the daily, general-lane, 

traffic volume, with the HOV volumes explained in Chapter 6 subtracted out, and the 

hourly distributions calculated from the counters were applied to this value.  As a result, 

when the user opens the second tab in the CTR pop-up, hourly traffic volume information 

is displayed for the selected freeway segment. 
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Chapter 6. HOV Lane Information 

6.1 DESCRIPTION OF HOV LANES 

Within the study area, there are several freeways that include high-occupancy 

vehicle facilities.  These facilities exist on the most congested freeways in the area and 

promote carpooling and ridesharing as a traffic alleviation and environmental 

sustainability technique.   The freeways within Dallas that have HOV facilities are IH 30, 

IH 35E, IH 635, US 75, and US 67.  Detailed information about each of these facilities is 

listed below.  A map of the existing and future HOV facilities can be seen in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1: Existing and future HOV facilities in Dallas (DART) 

 IH 30 has two sections of HOV facilities.  One exists on the R. L. Thornton 

freeway (east of downtown) and the other exists on the Tom Landry freeway 
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(west of downtown).  Both are reversible, barrier separated facilities, but they 

are operated differently. 

1. On the R. L. Thornton facility, concrete barriers are moved on 

weekdays (excluding holidays) to use an existing lane from the 

opposite direction as an HOV lane for the heavy peak hour traffic.  

The facility stretches from IH 45 (right near downtown) to Northwest 

Hwy (just east of IH 635).  During the AM peak (6 - 10 AM), the 

leftmost lane from the eastbound side of the freeway is blocked off and 

HOV traffic in the opposite direction is allowed to enter and exit the 

facility at two designated entry and exit points.  In the afternoon (3:30 

– 7 PM), the same process is repeated in the opposite direction (the 

leftmost westbound lane is borrowed for eastbound HOV purposes).  

During off-peak hours and weekends, all lanes exist as general lanes.  

2. On the Tom Landry facility, a barrier-separated, permanent HOV 

designated lane exists between eastbound and westbound streams of 

traffic.  The facility stretches from Sylvan way (just west of 

downtown) to Ballpark Ave (just across the Tarrant County line). 

Vehicles are allowed to enter and exit the facility at two designated 

entry and exit points.  East of SL 12, the single HOV lane is only used 

for westbound traffic during the afternoon hours.  West of SL 12, two 

HOV lanes are used for both morning and afternoon peak periods, for 

vehicles travelling eastbound and westbound, respectively. 
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 IH 35E also has two sections of HOV facilities.  One exists on the Stemmons 

freeway (north of downtown) and the other is on the South R. L. Thornton 

freeway (south of downtown). 

1. The Stemmons HOV facility exists as a permanent, buffer-separated 

lane on the leftmost side of the freeway.  It stretches from IH 635 to 

SH 121 and is designated as an HOV lane 24 hours a day.  At the 

south end of the facility, a permanent, barrier-separated, reversible 

extension exists under IH 635.  This extension gives HOV lane-users 

the attractive advantage of bypassing the terrible bottleneck traffic that 

this major interchange tends to suffer from at peak hours. 

2. The South R. L. Thornton facility is a reversible, barrier-separated lane 

located between the northbound and southbound streams of traffic.  

During the morning hours (6 AM – 12 PM), the single HOV lane is 

opened for traffic heading northbound toward the city and is reversed 

during the afternoon hours (2 – 8 PM).  The facility stretches from 

Jefferson Avenue in the middle of the IH 35E and IH 30 interchange 

(more commonly known as the Mixmaster) to US 67, where it 

terminates for IH 35E traffic and continues for US 67 traffic. 

 IH 635 contains HOV lanes for most of its length.  The HOV facilities are 

permanent, 24-hour lanes provided to both directions of travel that stretch 

from IH 35E to Oates Dr (about a mile northwest of IH 30).  Two segments of 

this HOV facility exist. 
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1. From IH 35E to US 75, the single lane facilities are buffer-separated 

and have several designated entry and exit locations.  At the 

interchange with US 75, two permanent, barrier-separated lanes are 

provided in each direction to provide users the advantage of passing all 

of the merging and diverging traffic at this major interchange 

(nicknamed the Dallas High Five). 

2. East of US 75, the HOV facility is a single lane in each direction that 

is separated from general lanes by a buffer with pylons.  Eastbound 

traffic can only enter the facility at the interchange with US 75, but has 

three exiting options.  Westbound traffic can enter at three designated 

locations, but can only exit at the interchange with US 75. 

 US 75 contains bidirectional HOV lanes from IH 635 (the Dallas High Five) 

at the south end to Bethany Road at the north end.  The lanes are 24-hours and 

permanently separated from the general lanes by a buffer with pylons.  Just 

north of the President George Bush Turnpike between the 15
th

 Street and Park 

Blvd, there is a break in the pylons where traffic is allowed to enter and exit 

the HOV facility.  At the south end of the facility, an exclusive reversible 

ramp exists for HOV traffic that connects to IH 635 just west of the 

interchange.  HOV traffic going from US 75 southbound to IH 635 westbound 

can use this ramp in the morning to enter directly into the IH 635 HOV lanes 

described above.  In the afternoon, the ramp reverses for HOV traffic exiting 

IH 635 eastbound and entering US 75 northbound. 
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 Finally, the South R. L. Thornton HOV facility continues from IH 35E at the 

interchange with US 67, south along US 67/Martin D. Love freeway to the 

Camp Wisdom interchange, just north of IH 20.  The northern half of the 

facility is similar to the IH 35E facility, in that it is a permanent, barrier 

separated, reversible HOV lane between the northbound and southbound 

traffic streams.  However, south of SL 12, the facility is a single, 24-hour, 

buffer-separated HOV lane in each direction.  Traffic is only permitted to 

enter and exit at the ends of the facility (SL 12 at the north end and Camp 

Wisdom Rd at the south end). 

6.2 DATA COLLECTION 

The engineers at the TxDOT Dallas District requested that all of the HOV 

information be built into the tool.  The information includes the type of HOV facility 

(permanent, reversible, etc.), delineation (buffer, barrier, etc.), hours of operation, and 

daily and hourly volumes.  

Using the Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes 

website (DART.org), most of the general information was easily collected.  More 

specifically, the website provided information about the type of facility, delineation, 

hours of operation, and locations of entrances and exits.  Any information unavailable 

from the website was available through Kristopher Pruner at TxDOT Dallas District, or 

from the DART customer service hotline whose number is listed on the website. 

The total daily HOV traffic volumes were provided on NCTCOG HOV lane 

website in the form of a graph (HOV).  A sample graph for the HOV lane on IH 635 is 

displayed in Figure 6.2.  These graphs were very useful in certain cases, but were also 
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somewhat problematic.  For each facility, there is only one traffic volume chart for each 

direction, and the website does not provide information about the location of the count.  

Therefore, additional measures had to be taken in order to determine HOV lane daily and 

hourly volumes. 

 

Figure 6.2: NCTCOG traffic volume information for IH 635 HOV facility 

The procedure explained in Chapter 5 for developing hourly traffic distributions 

for general lanes was repeated for HOV lanes.  With the exception of the 24-hour 

permanent HOV lanes at the south end of the US 67/Martin D. Love freeway facility, 

data were readily available for all lanes in all HOV facilities.  Any station that had HOV 

lane counts was analyzed to develop the appropriate hourly traffic distribution.  As 
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previously noted, all facilities only offer certain entry and exit points.  Therefore, 

multiple counters frequently counted the same stream of traffic through different points in 

the network.  To develop distributions, an average between stations that counted the same 

flows was developed using Microsoft Excel.  On some segments, such as US 75, there 

could be upwards of ten stations counting the same HOV traffic volume.  In these cases, 

certain data were omitted from the average. 

Once the distributions were developed, traffic volumes were determined for every 

stretch of HOV lane between entrances or exits.  Using the NCTCOG HOV lane daily 

traffic counts and the counts from the TxDOT traffic counters used to develop the 

distributions, approximate daily HOV lane traffic volumes were estimated.  It should be 

noted that some of these were estimates only, but given the lack of available data, this 

was the only reasonable approach to developing useful HOV lane volumes. 

Because no volume information is currently available for the short section of the 

US 67/Martin D. Love HOV facility south of SL 12, no daily or hourly information was 

included in the model for this location.  Furthermore, data were not available for the 

following short HOV lanes, and consequently, information is unavailable in the model: 

 IH 635 just west of IH 35E (1.1 mi.);  

 IH 30 just east of IH 635 (1.0 mi.). 

 IH 35E just south of US 67 (0.4 mi.); and 

 The HOV ramp connecting IH 635 to US 75 (0.5 mi.). 
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6.3 INCORPORATING THE HOV DISTRIBUTIONS 

The HOV information was incorporated in the model very similarly to the general 

lane traffic distributions described in Section 5.4.  Columns were added in the attributes 

table for HOV type, delineation, and hours of operation.  It did not seem practical to write 

Visual Basic code that would determine all of this information from fewer properties, 

given the HOV facilities can vary vastly, even on one freeway.  For example, IH 35E has 

both permanent and reversible HOV lanes with varying delineation and hours of 

operation.  Therefore, the general information is all located in the attributes table. 

In addition, a daily traffic volume column was also added to the attributes table.  

Like the hourly traffic volumes, the daily traffic volumes will most likely increase in the 

future; however, variations in the time of day that the facilities are used will take a longer 

period of time to change.  Therefore, as traffic volumes increase, the number of vehicles 

using the HOV lane can easily be modified in the attributes window without disrupting 

the hourly distributions. 

The Visual Basic programming is identical in form to the program discussed in 

Section 5.5, just slightly tailored to the HOV lanes instead of general lanes.  In many 

instances, several HOV stations reference the same distribution, as the traffic using the 

HOV facility should be identical at multiple stations, just slightly varied in the time.  For 

example, because there are no legal entry or exit points for the US 75 HOV facility 

between IH 635 and Park Blvd, the traffic volumes and hourly distribution will be 

identical for the station at US 75 at Midpark and US 75 at Plano Pkwy (both in between 

IH 635 and Park Blvd), even though these stations are approximately six miles apart.  

The Visual Basic code can be found in Programs A.4 and A.5 in the Appendix. 
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All of the HOV information is in the third tab of the CTR pop-up, which is the 

HOV Lane tab.  When the user opens the CTR pop-up, all of the fields on the HOV Lane 

tab populate, excluding the hourly traffic volumes.  The program executes additional 

functions and determines the appropriate distribution for the selected freeway segment.  

The hourly distribution percentages are multiplied by the total daily volume, and the 

resulting traffic volumes are then inserted into the corresponding fields.  The HOV Lane 

tab of the CTR pop-up is displayed in Figure 6.3. 

 

Figure 6.3: HOV Lane tab of current CTR pop-up 
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6.4 SUMMARY 

There are eight HOV facilities throughout Dallas.  Information about the type of 

facility, delineation provided, and hours of operation were all available on the DART 

website.  This information was incorporated directly into the attributes table in the model.   

In order to determine hourly traffic volume information, the methods described in 

Chapter 5 were used again to calculate hourly traffic distribution percentages for the 

HOV facilities in the network.  Due to entry and exit restrictions, some facilities were 

rather long (up to 8 miles) and therefore, multiple traffic counters were available for each 

facility.  In these locations, the hourly traffic percentages were determined for each of the 

stations along the facility, and then a grand mean was calculated. 

These traffic percentages were then applied to the daily HOV lane traffic volume 

information located on the NCTCOG HOV website.  In certain locations, daily volumes 

were not available, so the traffic was estimated based on the volumes recorded by the 

TxDOT counters.  It should be noted that the lack of reliability of these counters could 

introduce some noise into the daily and hourly HOV traffic volumes; however, this error 

is always unavoidable when working with field counted traffic volumes. 

The third tab in the CTR pop-up contains HOV information; this includes the 

actual structure of the HOV lane and hours of operation, as well as hourly and daily 

traffic volumes.  For freeway segments without HOV facilities, the HOV type field 

displays “N/A” and the traffic volumes are all zeros. 
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Chapter 7. STARS 

7.1 STARS DATA COLLECTION 

The final piece of information that was integrated into the CTR GIS-based traffic 

control planning tool is data from the Statewide Traffic Analysis and Research System 

(STARS); these are automated traffic counters operated by TxDOT Transportation 

Planning & Programming Division in Austin, Texas.  Reports are produced monthly for 

each detector giving the total number of vehicles each hour of each day.  In this study, 

these data were acquired for the 13 stations operated in the Dallas District’s coverage 

area.  Detailed information about these three stations can be found in Table 7.1.  Large- 

and small-scale maps of the STARS stations can be found in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, 

respectively.  The stations are shown as green stars. 

Table 7.1: List of STARS counters in TxDOT Dallas District 

 

STARS 

Identifier Road Name Location

S17 US 175 1.2 miles southeast of IH 20

S40 US 45 5.6 miles south of SH 31

S55 SH 183 0.4 miles west of SH 356

S121 US 75 2.5 miles south of SH 121

S126 IH 35E 1.6 miles southeast of SH 356

S145 IH 20 3.0 miles east of SH 34

S148 IH 35E 0.3 miles north of US 67

S170 IH 635 3.1 miles east of IH 35E

S171 IH 635 2.0 miles northeast of IH 20

S191 IH 20 0.4 miles east of Dallas/Tarrant Co. Line

S192 IH 30 0.1 miles west of Dallas/Tarrant Co. Line

S220 IH 45 1.5 miles north of SL 12

S221 IH 30 0.5 miles west of IH 635
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Figure 7.1: Large-scale map of all 13 STARS stations 
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Figure 7.2: Small-scale map of 10 STARS stations near downtown Dallas 

 Because data are collected daily for these STARS stations, there is an enormous 

amount of information available for analysis.  It was decided that three months (a quarter 

of a year) of data would be sufficient information to develop average hourly traffic 

volumes for each of the seven days of the week.  For each of the 13 stations within the 

study area, the data from April 2010 to June 2010 were used to develop these daily 

averages in Excel.  A screenshot of one of one of the spreadsheets used is shown in 

Figure 7.3.  The data highlighted in pink represents the average traffic volumes on 

Thursday, an arbitrarily selected day, and will be used in the next section to demonstrate 

the format of this data within the tool. 
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Figure 7.3: Excel spreadsheet of average STARS data for station S170 

7.2 INCORPORATING STARS DATA 

The green stars shown on the map show the user where these stations are, yet the 

data is not embedded in these points, but in the CTR Dallas GIS layer.  As a matter of 

fact, the star icons on the map are not even selectable.  Therefore, the only selectable 

layer on the entire map is the CTR Dallas layer, which contains all of the TxDOT-

controlled freeway links and corresponding information.  Like all of the other 

information, the STARS data can be found within the CTR pop-up.  The fourth tab on the 

CTR pop-up is called “STARS” and contains all of the data collected for the various 
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STARS stations throughout the network.  Within this tab of the tool, the user can view 

information for any day of the week by clicking through the various day tabs.  Figure 7.4 

displays the STARS tab of the CTR pop-up for a segment of IH 635 associated with 

STARS station S170.  Note that the second tab selected within the window is Thursday, 

and the user can navigate the various days of the week by clicking on other tabs.  The 

data in this window matches the highlighted data in the Excel spreadsheet found in Figure 

7.3. 

 

 

Figure 7.4: STARS tab of the current CTR pop-up 
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In order to associate freeway segments with STARS stations, a column was added 

to the attributes table that identifies the nearest station, if applicable.  The links where the 

STARS stations exist, as well as the adjacent links in either direction, were associated 

with a given station.  However, because of the scarcity of these points, the STARS tab of 

the tool will not provide any information for the majority of the network. For segments 

unassociated with STARS stations, the Station ID field will display “N/A” and the 

location field will be blank.  In this scenario, the hourly and daily traffic count fields will 

display all zeros. 

7.3 OVERVIEW OF THE VISUAL BASIC CODE 

When the user selects a link at or adjacent to one of the stars on the map and 

opens the CTR tool, the program checks the STARS column in the attributes table to 

determine whether the link is associated with a STARS station.  As noted in section 7.2, 

if the link is not associated with a station, “N/A” will appear in the Station ID field and 

the traffic volume fields will all display zeros; however, if the link is associates with a 

STARS station, the program will immediately identify the Station ID and direction, 

which the program uses to find information about the station location, as well as the daily 

and hourly traffic volumes for Sunday.  The corresponding fields in the table are 

immediately populated with the correct labels or numbers.  All of this information is 

stored within the Visual Basic code instead of in the attributes table.  This option was 

selected in order to keep the attributes table relatively simple and not crowd it with 

unnecessary information.  As noted in Section 3.3, all of the code executed when the user 

opens the CTR pop-up can be found in Program A.1 in the Appendix. 
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The Visual Basic code is structured so that the information about the other six 

days of the week will not be accessed until the user requests it.  When the tab for one of 

the other days of the week is clicked, the program accesses a function that identifies the 

Station ID and direction and uses them to locate an array of data stored in the function 

that contains the average traffic volume information for that station on that day of the 

week.  This structure was used in order to keep the program from having to fill in 

additional fields that might not be necessary, which keeps the program running quickly.  

The actual Visual Basic code used to execute these operations can be found in Programs 

A.6 and A.7 in the Appendix. 

It should be noted that even though the window has been formatted to seem like 

each tab has its own columns and numbers, there is only one set of fields that is updated 

based on the tab that the user clicks.  In other words, selecting another day tab does not 

open a new set of fields and populate them with the corresponding numbers; it simply 

replaces the numbers in the fields with the traffic volumes that correspond to that day of 

the week.  This structure was used in order to limit the number of fields in the CTR pop-

up so that future participants and programmers will not be confused. 

7.4 SUMMARY 

The TxDOT Transportation Planning & Programming Division in Austin, Texas 

maintains automated traffic counters throughout the state in a database known as the 

Statewide Traffic Analysis & Research System (STARS); thirteen of these counters are 

located within the study area.  Data were collected from the monthly reports and the 

average hourly traffic volumes for each day of the week were calculated for these thirteen 

locations.  The information collected was added to the model via the Visual Basic code. 
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The fourth tab of the CTR pop-up displays the hourly information by day.  Each 

day of the week has its own individual tab, and upon selecting a certain day, the traffic 

volume data immediately updates using functions embedded in the Visual Basic code.  

These volumes are as accurate as any of the data collected and are very useful to the user 

in understanding the shortcomings of using the DFWRTM model demand estimates as 

traffic volumes. 
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Chapter 8. Summary 

The GIS-based traffic control planning tool was created to assist traffic engineers 

in the Dallas District of TxDOT with their analysis of Traffic Control Plans (TCPs).  The 

tool combines data necessary to develop TCPs from various sources and formats them 

into one easy-to-use GIS-based model.  By selecting a segment in the model and clicking 

on the CTR Freeway Demand Tool button, the user can view all of this information in 

one convenient pop-up window that organizes and displays the information needed, 

hereby reducing the amount of time it takes to collect the information from the various 

sources. 

The geographical locations of freeway segments were found in TxDOT’s Census 

Roads GIS database.  Information about roadway geometry was available in the PMIS 

and TRM databases and was updated in May 2011, using Google Maps imagery.  Using 

the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), capacity information was calculated from the 

geometric properties.  Daily and peak hour demand estimates were taken from 

NCTCOG’s DFWRTM which is based on the four-step traffic forecasting model.  The 

three databases were combined in past years to create a static map that would assist the 

traffic engineer in locating freeway information with minimal time and effort. 

After presenting the model to TxDOT in September 2010, several additional 

features were requested by the traffic engineers in order to make the tool even more 

useful.  These additional features include hourly traffic volumes on freeway links, as well 

as HOV information, and STARS data.  These features have all been added to the model. 

The hourly traffic volumes were determined using TxDOT-controlled traffic 

counters throughout the Dallas District’s coverage area.  Because the counters tend to 
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overestimate and underestimate traffic volumes, the actual numbers recorded by the 

counters could not be used directly.  Instead, hourly percentages of daily traffic were 

determined for each station, and these ratios were applied to the daily volumes estimated 

by the DFWRTM.  The information was available for the majority of the network, in 

particular, all freeway segments inside the IH 635 and IH 20 boundaries. 

General HOV facility information was gathered for all segments using the 

information provided by the DART websites.  In order to compute traffic information, 

hourly traffic percentages were computed from the Dallas traffic counters, and total daily 

HOV lane volumes were found on the NCTCOG HOV website.  By combining the data 

and applying simple calculations, hourly HOV volumes on nearly all HOV facilities in 

the study area were computed. 

TxDOT’s Transportation Planning and Programming Division maintains hourly 

and daily traffic information for specific segments of freeways within the state.  Thirteen 

of these stations are within the study area.  Information was gathered from an online 

database and incorporated into the model for these locations.  Average traffic volumes for 

every hour of the week can be viewed by the engineer using the tool. 

All of the information collected is conveniently located in one pop-up window 

that the user can easily navigate to locate desired roadway information.  This will aid the 

engineer in quick and accurate development of TCPs. 

The work completed thus far on the tool has all been part of Phase 1 of the 

project.  In future phases, the goal is to put the model into a micro-simulator, which will 

generate additional information for enhancing traffic flow.  The final step is to replace the 

currently-static traffic forecasting model with a dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) based 
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forecasting capability. The DTA based forecasting model will ideally recalculate traffic 

volumes on all roadway segments showing traffic diversions caused by work zone 

capacity reductions.  This will be a revolutionary step forward for developing TCPs.
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Appendix 

Equation A.1: Basic freeway capacity equation from 1985 HCM 

 

 

 

Equation A.2: Heavy vehicles factor equation from 1985 HCM 
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Figure A.1: Google Earth ruler tool example 
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Program A.1: Updated version of CTR–pop-up window loading program 

Note: This is a modified version of the code written by Rui Gao (2008) 
 
Private Sub DallasDemo_Start_Click() 

    Dim temp As Variant 

 

    ' Define arrays for hourly data 

    Dim STARSVol As Variant 

    Dim DailyInfo As Variant 

     

    DailyInfo = Array(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

    STARSVol = Array(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

 

    Dim pMxDoc As IMxDocument 

    Set pMxDoc = ThisDocument 

         

    Dim pMap As IMap 

    Set pMap = pMxDoc.FocusMap 

         

    Dim pFLayer As IFeatureLayer 

    Set pFLayer = pMap.Layer(0) 

         

    Dim pFClass As IFeatureClass 

    Set pFClass = pFLayer.FeatureClass 

         

    Dim pFields As IFields 

    Set pFields = pFClass.Fields 

         

    Dim pTable As ITable 

    Set pTable = pFClass 

         

    Dim pSelected As IEnumFeature 

    Set pSelected = pMxDoc.FocusMap.FeatureSelection 

         

    If (data_size_selected(pSelected) = 0) Then 

        temp = MsgBox("Please select a feature.", vbExclamation, "Select ONE 

feature") 

    Else 

         

         ' Move the pointer in the set to the top 

        pSelected.Reset 

         

        ' Initialize a reference to a geographic entity 

        Dim pFeature As IFeature 

        Set pFeature = pSelected.Next 

             

        'Use a Query Filter to select a subset of features using 'a simple SQL 

where clause 

        Dim pQFilter As IQueryFilter 
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        Set pQFilter = New QueryFilter 

        'the following line needs modification later, in order to make filter 

taking multiple FIDs, 

        'to do this, can use iterative statements to build up a SQL command 

line in a long string forrmat 

        '--Rui, Dec. 12, 2007 

        pQFilter.WhereClause = "FID = " & 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("FID")) 

          

        'Establish a cursor used for looping 

        Dim pFCursor As IFeatureCursor 

        Set pFCursor = pFClass.Search(pQFilter, True) 

        'Set pFeature = pFCursor.NextFeature 

                 

        'Message window for multiple features 

        If (data_size_selected(pSelected) <> 1) Then 

            temp = MsgBox(data_size_selected(pSelected) & " features are 

selected." & vbCrLf & vbCrLf & _ 

            "Click YES to zoom in and re-select;" & vbCrLf & vbCrLf & _ 

            "Click NO to display attributes of the first selected feature.", 

vbYesNo, "Warning!") 

            If temp = vbYes Then 

                ZoomToSelected 

                pMap.ClearSelection 

                Exit Sub 

            End If 

        End If 

         

        'Determine road name 

        Set pFeature = pFCursor.NextFeature 

        frmDallasDemo.rd_name.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("PRETYPE")) & " " & 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("NAME")) 

        If Not (pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("SUFFIX")) = "E" Or _ 

            pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("SUFFIX")) = "S" Or _ 

            pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("SUFFIX")) = "W" Or _ 

            pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("SUFFIX")) = "N") Then 

            frmDallasDemo.direc.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("PREFIX")) 

        Else 

            frmDallasDemo.direc.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("SUFFIX")) 

        End If 

         

        'Populate CTR pop-up from attributes table 

        frmDallasDemo.num_lns.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("N_lanes")) 

        frmDallasDemo.ln_width.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("L_Width")) 

        frmDallasDemo.shld_widthL.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("S_Left")) 

        frmDallasDemo.shld_widthR.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("S_Right")) 
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        frmDallasDemo.capacity.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("Capacity")) 

        frmDallasDemo.amhrvol_ab.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("AMHRVOL_AB")) 

        frmDallasDemo.pmhrvol_ab.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("PMHRVOL_AB")) 

         

        frmDallasDemo.num_lnsP2.Value = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("N_lanes")) 

        frmDallasDemo.ln_widthP2.Value = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("L_Width")) 

        frmDallasDemo.shld_widthLP2.Value = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("S_Left")) 

        frmDallasDemo.shld_widthRP2.Value = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("S_Right")) 

        frmDallasDemo.capacityP2.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("Capacity")) 

        frmDallasDemo.Truck_factor.Value = 0.9 

         

        frmDallasDemo.rd_nameP3.Caption = frmDallasDemo.rd_name.Caption 

        frmDallasDemo.direcP3.Caption = frmDallasDemo.direc.Caption 

        frmDallasDemo.gencapP3.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("Gen_Cap")) 

        frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("Gen_Lane")) 

        frmDallasDemo.NGenLane.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("N_Gen_Lane")) 

        frmDallasDemo.nearcnt.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STATION")) 

         

        frmDallasDemo.rd_nameP4.Caption = frmDallasDemo.rd_name.Caption 

        frmDallasDemo.dirP4.Caption = frmDallasDemo.direc.Caption 

        frmDallasDemo.HOVType.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("HOV_Type")) 

        frmDallasDemo.Delin.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("Delin")) 

        frmDallasDemo.HrsOp.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("HOVHours")) 

        frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("HOV_Day")) 

         

        frmDallasDemo.StarRoute.Caption = frmDallasDemo.rd_name.Caption 

        frmDallasDemo.StarDir.Caption = frmDallasDemo.direc.Caption 

        frmDallasDemo.rd_namep5.Caption = frmDallasDemo.rd_name.Caption 

        frmDallasDemo.direcp5.Caption = frmDallasDemo.direc.Caption 

        frmDallasDemo.capacityp5.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("Capacity")) 

        frmDallasDemo.DailyVolP1.Caption = 

pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("DAYDA_AB")) 

                 

        'Determine STARS info from attributes table 

        frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "N/A" 

        frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = " " 
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        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S17W" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S17" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "1.2 MI SE of IH 20" 

            STARSVol = Array(506, 318, 217, 152, 141, 261, 413, 534, 826, 1305, 

1604, 1933, 2213, 2187, 2190, 2198, 2226, 2232, 1875, 1596, 1389, 1112, 717, 

386, 28528) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S17E" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S17" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "1.2 MI SE of IH 20" 

            STARSVol = Array(599, 391, 336, 206, 156, 187, 357, 614, 803, 1159, 

1490, 1636, 1970, 2002, 1863, 1805, 1763, 1657, 1515, 1347, 1174, 979, 706, 

450, 25163) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S40N" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S40" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "5.6 MI S of SH 31" 

            STARSVol = Array(211, 157, 109, 99, 69, 77, 120, 204, 318, 485, 

708, 916, 1178, 1357, 1463, 1605, 1724, 1770, 1762, 1418, 1159, 856, 602, 415, 

18780) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S40S" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S40" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "5.6 MI S of SH 31" 

            STARSVol = Array(179, 126, 89, 71, 87, 132, 196, 317, 486, 727, 

1005, 1259, 1392, 1518, 1731, 1805, 1822, 1710, 1395, 1123, 809, 597, 420, 298, 

19292) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S55E" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S55" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "0.4 MI W of SH 356" 

            STARSVol = Array(973, 587, 497, 366, 379, 660, 888, 964, 1528, 

2047, 2481, 2596, 2946, 3134, 3074, 2976, 2942, 3029, 2641, 2217, 1986, 1855, 

1492, 952, 43210) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S55W" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S55" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "0.4 MI W of SH 356" 

            STARSVol = Array(1191, 925, 1025, 717, 630, 677, 842, 1210, 1358, 

1651, 2015, 2461, 3119, 3210, 3112, 3058, 2939, 2959, 2697, 2487, 2165, 1972, 

1615, 1094, 45129) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S121N" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S121" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "2.5 MI S of SH 121" 

            STARSVol = Array(1126, 706, 625, 406, 293, 375, 655, 1093, 1525, 

2070, 2713, 3418, 4270, 4494, 4214, 4183, 3959, 3632, 3218, 2808, 2226, 1758, 

1310, 849, 51927) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S121S" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S121" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "2.5 MI S of SH 121" 
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            STARSVol = Array(939, 595, 437, 322, 318, 512, 766, 1101, 1592, 

2239, 2929, 3304, 3857, 3982, 3912, 3927, 4045, 3975, 3514, 2650, 2205, 1785, 

1318, 767, 50992) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S126N" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S126" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "1.6 MI SE of SH 356" 

            STARSVol = Array(2831, 2160, 2553, 1326, 921, 1064, 1463, 1548, 

1931, 2467, 3154, 3751, 4348, 4737, 4836, 4815, 4868, 4894, 4568, 4089, 3778, 

3335, 2809, 2157, 74402) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S126S" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S126" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "1.6 MI SE of SH 356" 

            STARSVol = Array(2359, 1691, 1907, 1334, 864, 944, 1420, 1973, 

2233, 2976, 3827, 4031, 4426, 4740, 4665, 4540, 4559, 4535, 4418, 3839, 3286, 

3102, 2662, 1819, 72150) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S145E" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S145" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "3.0 MI E of SH 34" 

            STARSVol = Array(377, 240, 173, 139, 139, 198, 317, 561, 880, 1203, 

1430, 1579, 1620, 1722, 1716, 1673, 1667, 1577, 1483, 1249, 979, 748, 570, 400, 

22640) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S145W" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S145" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "3.0 MI E of SH 34" 

            STARSVol = Array(344, 247, 186, 157, 160, 236, 271, 371, 635, 947, 

1224, 1478, 1657, 1757, 1913, 2062, 2203, 2323, 2023, 1642, 1348, 1018, 734, 

485, 25420) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S148N" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S148" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "0.3 MI N of US 67" 

            STARSVol = Array(2081, 1342, 901, 637, 601, 1028, 1551, 1882, 2462, 

3692, 4835, 4442, 4794, 5956, 5650, 5509, 5398, 5625, 5439, 4598, 4160, 3596, 

2902, 1740, 80820) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S148S" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S148" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "0.3 MI N of US 67" 

            STARSVol = Array(2307, 1769, 1864, 1127, 714, 687, 1276, 2227, 

2238, 3311, 4394, 4563, 5219, 5981, 5848, 5445, 5177, 4907, 4673, 4287, 3671, 

3284, 2726, 1945, 79640) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S170E" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S170" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "3.1 MI E of IH 35E" 

            STARSVol = Array(2573, 1913, 2061, 1487, 967, 967, 1422, 1935, 

2504, 3306, 4392, 5000, 6094, 6356, 6256, 6177, 6212, 6138, 5722, 4938, 4352, 

3998, 3218, 2136, 90124) 

        End If 
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        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S170W" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S170" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "3.1 MI E of IH 35E" 

            STARSVol = Array(2796, 1854, 1761, 1014, 885, 1126, 1590, 2171, 

2828, 3879, 4852, 5318, 6317, 6766, 6636, 6606, 6440, 6361, 6009, 4968, 4477, 

4054, 3184, 2120, 94011) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S171N" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S171" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "2.0 MI NE of IH 20" 

            STARSVol = Array(1176, 776, 571, 392, 309, 426, 629, 901, 1348, 

2011, 2504, 2830, 3495, 3796, 3705, 3660, 3652, 3673, 3334, 2981, 2688, 2244, 

1595, 937, 49632) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S171S" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S171" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "2.0 MI NE of IH 20" 

            STARSVol = Array(1185, 775, 593, 422, 343, 408, 670, 1070, 1473, 

2215, 2782, 2761, 3309, 3596, 3668, 3592, 3542, 3425, 3255, 2886, 2533, 2177, 

1609, 973, 49260) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S191E" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S191" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "0.4 MI E of TARRANT CO. LINE" 

            STARSVol = Array(1576, 1040, 845, 517, 505, 695, 1152, 1803, 2235, 

2999, 3669, 3599, 4047, 4518, 4630, 4707, 4787, 4864, 4550, 3552, 2942, 2581, 

1971, 1169, 64951) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S191W" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S191" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "0.4 MI E of TARRANT CO. LINE" 

            STARSVol = Array(1629, 1117, 939, 661, 497, 591, 927, 1354, 1890, 

2711, 3550, 4394, 5149, 5483, 5256, 5006, 4726, 4563, 4361, 3794, 3278, 2816, 

2247, 1424, 68361) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S192E" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S192" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "0.1 MI W of DALLAS CO. LINE" 

            STARSVol = Array(1285, 806, 787, 489, 375, 465, 686, 816, 1159, 

1596, 2027, 2249, 2597, 2940, 2969, 2988, 3081, 3042, 2561, 2033, 1637, 1691, 

1856, 1613, 41750) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S192W" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S192" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "0.1 MI W of DALLAS CO. LINE" 

            STARSVol = Array(1135, 855, 1010, 679, 378, 348, 529, 697, 959, 

1304, 1647, 2136, 2519, 2567, 2798, 2737, 2632, 2605, 2525, 2158, 1793, 1582, 

1319, 921, 37832) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S220N" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S220" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "1.5 MI N of SL 12" 
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            STARSVol = Array(663, 441, 314, 218, 174, 259, 399, 488, 715, 941, 

1262, 1324, 1559, 1968, 2025, 2002, 2054, 2185, 2169, 1928, 1673, 1380, 1043, 

693, 27876) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S220S" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S220" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "1.5 MI N of SL 12" 

            STARSVol = Array(591, 475, 527, 330, 230, 244, 383, 618, 807, 1250, 

1674, 1767, 1950, 2354, 2302, 2179, 2011, 1788, 1657, 1412, 1200, 997, 755, 

532, 28034) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S221E" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S221" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "0.5 MI W of IH 635" 

            STARSVol = Array(1234, 975, 934, 597, 418, 445, 630, 938, 1126, 

1477, 1862, 2173, 2714, 3029, 2985, 2953, 2947, 2886, 2633, 2408, 2152, 1794, 

1490, 1033, 41833) 

        End If 

        If pFeature.Value(pFields.FindField("STARS")) = "S221W" Then 

            frmDallasDemo.StarID.Caption = "S221" 

            frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption = "0.5 MI W of IH 635" 

            STARSVol = Array(946, 582, 457, 327, 294, 503, 797, 937, 1313, 

1828, 2128, 2097, 2373, 2434, 2366, 2283, 2347, 2407, 2302, 1956, 1773, 1610, 

1240, 807, 36106) 

        End If 

         

        'Populate STARS info 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR0.Caption = STARSVol(0) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR1.Caption = STARSVol(1) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR2.Caption = STARSVol(2) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR3.Caption = STARSVol(3) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR4.Caption = STARSVol(4) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR5.Caption = STARSVol(5) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR6.Caption = STARSVol(6) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR7.Caption = STARSVol(7) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR8.Caption = STARSVol(8) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR9.Caption = STARSVol(9) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR10.Caption = STARSVol(10) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR11.Caption = STARSVol(11) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR12.Caption = STARSVol(12) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR13.Caption = STARSVol(13) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR14.Caption = STARSVol(14) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR15.Caption = STARSVol(15) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR16.Caption = STARSVol(16) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR17.Caption = STARSVol(17) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR18.Caption = STARSVol(18) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR19.Caption = STARSVol(19) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR20.Caption = STARSVol(20) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR21.Caption = STARSVol(21) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR22.Caption = STARSVol(22) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR23.Caption = STARSVol(23) 

            frmDallasDemo.Star24Hr.Caption = STARSVol(24) 
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        'Determine and populate general lane hourly volume info using function: 

Daily24hr 

        Call Daily24hr(frmDallasDemo.rd_name.Caption, 

frmDallasDemo.nearcnt.Caption, frmDallasDemo.direcP3.Caption, DailyInfo) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H0.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(0) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H1.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(1) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H2.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(2) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H3.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(3) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H4.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(4) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H5.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(5) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H6.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(6) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H7.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(7) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H8.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(8) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H9.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(9) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H10.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(10) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H11.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(11) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H12.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(12) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H13.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(13) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H14.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(14) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H15.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(15) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H16.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(16) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H17.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(17) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H18.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(18) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H19.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(19) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H20.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(20) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H21.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(21) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H22.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(22) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.Day24H23.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(23) * 

frmDallasDemo.genvolP3.Caption)) 
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        'Reset Volume Array to zeros 

        DailyInfo = Array(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

             

        'Determine and populate HOV hourly traffic volumes using fuction: 

DailyHOV 

        Call DailyHOV(frmDallasDemo.rd_name.Caption, 

frmDallasDemo.nearcnt.Caption, frmDallasDemo.direcP3.Caption, DailyInfo) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH0.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(0) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH1.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(1) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH2.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(2) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH3.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(3) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH4.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(4) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH5.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(5) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH6.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(6) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH7.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(7) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH8.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(8) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH9.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(9) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH10.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(10) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH11.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(11) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH12.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(12) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH13.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(13) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH14.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(14) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH15.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(15) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH16.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(16) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH17.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(17) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH18.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(18) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH19.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(19) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH20.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(20) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH21.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(21) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 
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        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH22.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(22) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

        frmDallasDemo.DayHOVH23.Caption = (Round(DailyInfo(23) * 

frmDallasDemo.HOVDAYTOT.Caption)) 

         

        'Show the CTR pop-up 

            frmDallasDemo.Show 

        End If 

End Sub 
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Program A.2: Daily24hr function used to redirect to distributions by freeway 

Function Daily24hr(RoadName, Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

 
'Function uses road name (and direction for 35E due to program size) to 

redirect to distribution function 

 

If (RoadName = "IH 35W") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc35W(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "US 75") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc75(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "US 175") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc175(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "IH 345") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc345(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "IH 20") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc20(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "IH 30") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc30(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "IH 35E") And Dir = "N" Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc35EN(Station, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "IH 35E") And Dir = "S" Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc35ES(Station, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "IH 45") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc45(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "IH 635") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc635(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "SH 114") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc114(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "SH 183") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc183(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "SL 12") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc12(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "SS 366") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc366(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "SS 408") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc408(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "US 67") Then 
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    Call hr_demand_calc67(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "US 80") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc80(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

 

End Function 
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Program A.3: Sample freeway distribution program for IH 35W 

Note: This is the exact structure of the distributions of all other freeways in the network 

with applicable distributions.  Only this one is shown due to spatial 

considerations. 

 
Function hr_demand_calc35W(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

 

'Defines station arrays 

 

Dim stat1 As Variant 

Dim stat2 As Variant 

Dim stat3 As Variant 

Dim stat4 As Variant 

Dim stat5 As Variant 

Dim stat6 As Variant 

Dim stat7 As Variant 

Dim stat8 As Variant 

Dim stat9 As Variant 

Dim stat10 As Variant 

Dim stat11 As Variant 

Dim stat12 As Variant 

Dim stat13 As Variant 

 

'Distribution arrays copied from Excel into VBA code, each station corresponds 

to a Station name and direction 

stat1 = Array(0.0123, 0.0086, 0.0068, 0.007, 0.0097, 0.02, 0.044, 0.0688, 

0.0678, 0.0652, 0.0571, 0.0564, 0.0542, 0.0567, 0.0584, 0.0621, 0.065, 0.0713, 

0.064, 0.0443, 0.0315, 0.0267, 0.0247, 0.0175) 

stat2 = Array(0.0152, 0.0116, 0.0095, 0.0094, 0.0118, 0.0276, 0.0475, 0.0521, 

0.0505, 0.0474, 0.0493, 0.0525, 0.0575, 0.0589, 0.0632, 0.0693, 0.0712, 0.0793, 

0.0593, 0.0432, 0.0367, 0.0317, 0.0268, 0.0184) 

stat3 = Array(0.0146, 0.0116, 0.0095, 0.0093, 0.0114, 0.027, 0.0502, 0.056, 

0.0521, 0.0466, 0.048, 0.0506, 0.0568, 0.0579, 0.0628, 0.0678, 0.0714, 0.0787, 

0.0591, 0.0436, 0.0369, 0.0328, 0.0261, 0.0193) 

stat4 = Array(0.0142, 0.0108, 0.0089, 0.0098, 0.0118, 0.0221, 0.0438, 0.0644, 

0.0643, 0.061, 0.0549, 0.0553, 0.0538, 0.0553, 0.0568, 0.061, 0.0637, 0.0683, 

0.0628, 0.0462, 0.0338, 0.0298, 0.0269, 0.0204) 

stat5 = Array(0.0145, 0.0111, 0.0098, 0.0095, 0.0112, 0.0275, 0.0552, 0.0569, 

0.0545, 0.0469, 0.0481, 0.052, 0.0565, 0.0575, 0.0629, 0.0665, 0.0699, 0.0748, 

0.0578, 0.043, 0.0359, 0.0332, 0.0256, 0.0193) 

stat6 = Array(0.0145, 0.0106, 0.0089, 0.0097, 0.0124, 0.0225, 0.0443, 0.0606, 

0.0629, 0.0619, 0.0539, 0.0541, 0.0528, 0.0542, 0.0569, 0.0623, 0.0655, 0.0691, 

0.0631, 0.0462, 0.0342, 0.0308, 0.0275, 0.0209) 

stat7 = Array(0.0143, 0.0109, 0.0085, 0.0085, 0.0106, 0.0275, 0.0559, 0.0616, 

0.0575, 0.047, 0.0482, 0.0494, 0.0542, 0.0557, 0.0619, 0.0661, 0.071, 0.0756, 

0.0589, 0.0427, 0.0359, 0.0333, 0.026, 0.0187) 

stat8 = Array(0.0129, 0.0091, 0.007, 0.0077, 0.0103, 0.021, 0.0467, 0.0644, 

0.0632, 0.0585, 0.0525, 0.0524, 0.052, 0.0538, 0.0562, 0.063, 0.0703, 0.0761, 

0.0666, 0.0463, 0.0341, 0.0304, 0.0255, 0.0201) 
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stat9 = Array(0.012, 0.0086, 0.007, 0.0077, 0.0107, 0.0223, 0.049, 0.0658, 

0.0638, 0.0585, 0.0522, 0.0526, 0.0518, 0.0539, 0.0572, 0.0631, 0.0694, 0.0771, 

0.0663, 0.0449, 0.0334, 0.0292, 0.0244, 0.019) 

stat10 = Array(0.0121, 0.0082, 0.0069, 0.0078, 0.011, 0.0229, 0.0508, 0.0642, 

0.0642, 0.0582, 0.0528, 0.0533, 0.0531, 0.0542, 0.0582, 0.0626, 0.0683, 0.0756, 

0.0654, 0.0444, 0.0336, 0.0295, 0.0239, 0.019) 

stat11 = Array(0.015, 0.0116, 0.0096, 0.0095, 0.0119, 0.0284, 0.0509, 0.0592, 

0.0549, 0.0491, 0.0495, 0.052, 0.0559, 0.0565, 0.061, 0.0647, 0.0663, 0.0725, 

0.0599, 0.0449, 0.0367, 0.0333, 0.0266, 0.0202) 

stat12 = Array(0.0112, 0.0077, 0.0063, 0.0062, 0.0102, 0.0226, 0.0532, 0.0684, 

0.0661, 0.057, 0.0518, 0.0532, 0.0542, 0.0552, 0.0553, 0.0616, 0.069, 0.0753, 

0.0658, 0.044, 0.0342, 0.0311, 0.0232, 0.0173) 

stat13 = Array(0.0149, 0.0112, 0.0096, 0.0097, 0.0117, 0.0254, 0.0529, 0.0634, 

0.0584, 0.0507, 0.0495, 0.0524, 0.0563, 0.0562, 0.0574, 0.0631, 0.0657, 0.0722, 

0.0609, 0.0443, 0.0359, 0.032, 0.0259, 0.0204) 

 

'Determines hourly volume distribution based on station name and direction, 

defines Daily Info array to be used 

If Station = "IH 35W at FM 2449" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat1 

If Station = "IH 35W at FM 2449" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat2 

If Station = "IH 35W at CRAWFORD RD" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat3 

If Station = "IH 35W at CRAWFORD RD" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat4 

If Station = "IH 35W at FM 407" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat5 

If Station = "IH 35W at FM 407" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat6 

If Station = "IH 35W at FM 1171" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat7 

If Station = "IH 35W at FM 1171" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat8 

If Station = "IH 35W at EARNHARDT WAY" Then DailyInfo = stat9 

If Station = "IH 35W at SH 114" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat10 

If Station = "IH 35W at SH 114" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat11 

If Station = "IH 35W at EAGLE PKWY" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat12 

If Station = "IH 35W at EAGLE PKWY" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat13 

 

End Function 
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Program A.4: DailyHOV function used to locate HOV distributions 

 
Function DailyHOV(RoadName, Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

If (RoadName = "IH 30") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc30HOV(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "US 67") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc67HOV(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "IH 35E") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc35EHOV(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "US 75") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc75HOV(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

If (RoadName = "IH 635") Then 

    Call hr_demand_calc635HOV(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

End If 

 

End Function 
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Program A.5: Sample HOV freeway distribution program for IH 35E 

Note: This is the exact structure of the HOV distributions of all other freeways in the 

network with applicable distributions.  Only this one is shown due to spatial 

considerations. 

 
Function hr_demand_calc35EHOV(Station, Dir, DailyInfo) 

 

'Defines station variables 

Dim stat1 As Variant 

Dim stat2 As Variant 

Dim stat3 As Variant 

Dim stat4 As Variant 

Dim stat5 As Variant 

Dim stat6 As Variant 

Dim stat7 As Variant 

Dim stat8 As Variant 

Dim stat9 As Variant 

Dim stat10 As Variant 

 

'Stores HOV distributions calculated in Microsoft Excel in arrays 

stat1 = Array(0.0015, 0.0017, 0.0012, 0.0014, 0.0023, 0.0159, 0.1246, 0.1865, 

0.1137, 0.0574, 0.0348, 0.0273, 0.0283, 0.0306, 0.0343, 0.0584, 0.0703, 0.0801, 

0.0654, 0.0313, 0.0128, 0.0106, 0.0057, 0.0039) 

stat2 = Array(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.0256, 0.2308, 0.359, 0.2921, 0.1026, 0, 0, 0, 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

stat3 = Array(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.1185, 0.2963, 

0.3704, 0.2074, 0.0074, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

stat4 = Array(0.0038, 0.0024, 0.0017, 0.0019, 0.0033, 0.0157, 0.1004, 0.1485, 

0.0986, 0.0548, 0.0363, 0.0301, 0.0322, 0.0329, 0.0405, 0.064, 0.0795, 0.0963, 

0.0694, 0.0365, 0.0183, 0.0154, 0.0111, 0.0063) 

stat5 = Array(0.0046, 0.0034, 0.0032, 0.0027, 0.0041, 0.0183, 0.0888, 0.1228, 

0.0893, 0.0551, 0.0382, 0.0327, 0.0369, 0.0384, 0.0479, 0.0707, 0.0819, 0.0923, 

0.0725, 0.0397, 0.0202, 0.0173, 0.0117, 0.0073) 

stat6 = Array(0.0058, 0.0057, 0.0044, 0.0067, 0.008, 0.0169, 0.0859, 0.1216, 

0.0923, 0.0588, 0.0434, 0.0381, 0.0373, 0.0366, 0.0475, 0.0665, 0.0785, 0.0931, 

0.0691, 0.0349, 0.0169, 0.0151, 0.0096, 0.0072) 

stat7 = Array(0.0103, 0.0078, 0.0081, 0.0082, 0.0108, 0.0219, 0.0568, 0.0494, 

0.0462, 0.0452, 0.0461, 0.0458, 0.0432, 0.0458, 0.052, 0.0745, 0.1073, 0.1146, 

0.0847, 0.035, 0.0261, 0.0247, 0.0204, 0.0152) 

stat8 = Array(0.0079, 0.0065, 0.0059, 0.0097, 0.0107, 0.0175, 0.0526, 0.04, 

0.0392, 0.0357, 0.0349, 0.0388, 0.0362, 0.0375, 0.0529, 0.0881, 0.1311, 0.1409, 

0.1121, 0.0326, 0.0201, 0.0205, 0.0165, 0.0123) 

stat9 = Array(0.0074, 0.0062, 0.0053, 0.0069, 0.0082, 0.0156, 0.0486, 0.0387, 

0.0357, 0.0321, 0.0316, 0.036, 0.0375, 0.04, 0.0552, 0.0917, 0.1253, 0.1429, 

0.1093, 0.0449, 0.0272, 0.0238, 0.0171, 0.0125) 

stat10 = Array(0.0031, 0.0013, 0.0015, 0.001, 0.0013, 0.0084, 0.048, 0.0335, 

0.0289, 0.0261, 0.0256, 0.0287, 0.0321, 0.0385, 0.0584, 0.1022, 0.141, 0.1657, 

0.1248, 0.0521, 0.028, 0.0231, 0.0168, 0.0098) 
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'Determines HOV station by name and direction and stores them in DailyInfo 

arrays 

If Station = "IH 35E at SH 121 BYPASS" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat1 

If Station = "IH 35E at SH 190 SOUTH" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat1 

If Station = "IH 35E at SH 190 NORTH" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat1 

If Station = "IH 35E at SANDY LAKE NORTH" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat1 

If Station = "IH 35E at KIEST" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat2 

If Station = "IH 35E at SANER" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat2 

If Station = "IH 35E at LOUISIANA" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat2 

If Station = "IH 35E at CLARENDON" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat2 

If Station = "IH 35E at MARSALIS" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat2 

If Station = "IH 35E at E 8TH ST" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat2 

If Station = "IH 35E at COLORADO" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat2 

If Station = "IH 35E at COLORADO" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat3 

If Station = "IH 35E at E 8TH ST" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat3 

If Station = "IH 35E at MARSALIS" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat3 

If Station = "IH 35E at CLARENDON" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat3 

If Station = "IH 35E at LOUISIANA" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat3 

If Station = "IH 35E at SANER" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat3 

If Station = "IH 35E at KIEST" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat3 

If Station = "IH 35E at SANDY LAKE" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat4 

If Station = "IH 35E at VALWOOD" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat4 

If Station = "IH 35E at CROSBY" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat4 

If Station = "IH 35E at BELT LINE NORTH" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat4 

If Station = "IH 35E at LUNA" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat4 

If Station = "IH 35E at VALLEY VIEW" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat5 

If Station = "IH 35E at IH 635" And Dir = "S" Then DailyInfo = stat6 

If Station = "IH 35E at IH 635" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat7 

If Station = "IH 35E at VALLEY VIEW" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat8 

If Station = "IH 35E at LUNA" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat9 

If Station = "IH 35E at BELT LINE NORTH" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat9 

If Station = "IH 35E at CROSBY" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat9 

If Station = "IH 35E at VALWOOD" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat9 

If Station = "IH 35E at SANDY LAKE" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat9 

If Station = "IH 35E at SH 190 SOUTH" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat10 

If Station = "IH 35E at SH 190 NORTH" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat10 

If Station = "IH 35E at SANDY LAKE NORTH" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat10 

If Station = "IH 35E at BUSINESS 121" And Dir = "N" Then DailyInfo = stat10 

 

End Function 
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Program A.6: STARS Sub used to update STARS volumes by day 

Note: Cases 1-6 apply to Monday through Saturday, respectively.  Only Case 0 is shown 

because the other cases are all identical but call different functions. 

 
Private Sub Daytab_Change() 

 

    Dim i As Integer 

    i = Daytab.SelectedItem.Index 

    Select Case i 

        Case 0 

        ‘Set hourly and daily volumes to all zeros 

        STARcnt = Array(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

        ‘Call function based on day selected and determine STRAS information if 

available; update volumes 

        Call STARSunday(frmDallasDemo.StarLoc.Caption, 

frmDallasDemo.StarDir.Caption, STARcnt) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR0.Caption = STARcnt(0) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR1.Caption = STARcnt(1) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR2.Caption = STARcnt(2) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR3.Caption = STARcnt(3) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR4.Caption = STARcnt(4) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR5.Caption = STARcnt(5) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR6.Caption = STARcnt(6) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR7.Caption = STARcnt(7) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR8.Caption = STARcnt(8) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR9.Caption = STARcnt(9) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR10.Caption = STARcnt(10) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR11.Caption = STARcnt(11) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR12.Caption = STARcnt(12) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR13.Caption = STARcnt(13) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR14.Caption = STARcnt(14) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR15.Caption = STARcnt(15) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR16.Caption = STARcnt(16) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR17.Caption = STARcnt(17) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR18.Caption = STARcnt(18) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR19.Caption = STARcnt(19) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR20.Caption = STARcnt(20) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR21.Caption = STARcnt(21) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR22.Caption = STARcnt(22) 

            frmDallasDemo.StarHR23.Caption = STARcnt(23) 

            frmDallasDemo.Star24Hr.Caption = STARcnt(24) 

        End Select 

End Sub  
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Program A.7: Example of STARS function structure 

Note: This function is identical for each of the seven selectable tab days, with the STARS 

counts corresponding to that day.  The programs are called STARS(day name). 

 
Function STARSunday(Station, Direction, Counts) 

 

'Stores arrays of STARS volumes 

        S17W = Array(506, 318, 217, 152, 141, 261, 413, 534, 826, 1305, 1604, 

1933, 2213, 2187, 2190, 2198, 2226, 2232, 1875, 1596, 1389, 1112, 717, 386, 

28528) 

        S17E = Array(599, 391, 336, 206, 156, 187, 357, 614, 803, 1159, 1490, 

1636, 1970, 2002, 1863, 1805, 1763, 1657, 1515, 1347, 1174, 979, 706, 450, 

25163) 

        S40N = Array(211, 157, 109, 99, 69, 77, 120, 204, 318, 485, 708, 916, 

1178, 1357, 1463, 1605, 1724, 1770, 1762, 1418, 1159, 856, 602, 415, 18780) 

        S40S = Array(179, 126, 89, 71, 87, 132, 196, 317, 486, 727, 1005, 1259, 

1392, 1518, 1731, 1805, 1822, 1710, 1395, 1123, 809, 597, 420, 298, 19292) 

        S55E = Array(973, 587, 497, 366, 379, 660, 888, 964, 1528, 2047, 2481, 

2596, 2946, 3134, 3074, 2976, 2942, 3029, 2641, 2217, 1986, 1855, 1492, 952, 

43210) 

        S55W = Array(1191, 925, 1025, 717, 630, 677, 842, 1210, 1358, 1651, 

2015, 2461, 3119, 3210, 3112, 3058, 2939, 2959, 2697, 2487, 2165, 1972, 1615, 

1094, 45129) 

        S121N = Array(1126, 706, 625, 406, 293, 375, 655, 1093, 1525, 2070, 

2713, 3418, 4270, 4494, 4214, 4183, 3959, 3632, 3218, 2808, 2226, 1758, 1310, 

849, 51927) 

        S121S = Array(939, 595, 437, 322, 318, 512, 766, 1101, 1592, 2239, 

2929, 3304, 3857, 3982, 3912, 3927, 4045, 3975, 3514, 2650, 2205, 1785, 1318, 

767, 50992) 

        S126N = Array(2831, 2160, 2553, 1326, 921, 1064, 1463, 1548, 1931, 

2467, 3154, 3751, 4348, 4737, 4836, 4815, 4868, 4894, 4568, 4089, 3778, 3335, 

2809, 2157, 74402) 

        S126S = Array(2359, 1691, 1907, 1334, 864, 944, 1420, 1973, 2233, 2976, 

3827, 4031, 4426, 4740, 4665, 4540, 4559, 4535, 4418, 3839, 3286, 3102, 2662, 

1819, 72150) 

        S145E = Array(377, 240, 173, 139, 139, 198, 317, 561, 880, 1203, 1430, 

1579, 1620, 1722, 1716, 1673, 1667, 1577, 1483, 1249, 979, 748, 570, 400, 

22640) 

        S145W = Array(344, 247, 186, 157, 160, 236, 271, 371, 635, 947, 1224, 

1478, 1657, 1757, 1913, 2062, 2203, 2323, 2023, 1642, 1348, 1018, 734, 485, 

25420) 

        S148N = Array(2081, 1342, 901, 637, 601, 1028, 1551, 1882, 2462, 3692, 

4835, 4442, 4794, 5956, 5650, 5509, 5398, 5625, 5439, 4598, 4160, 3596, 2902, 

1740, 80820) 

        S148S = Array(2307, 1769, 1864, 1127, 714, 687, 1276, 2227, 2238, 3311, 

4394, 4563, 5219, 5981, 5848, 5445, 5177, 4907, 4673, 4287, 3671, 3284, 2726, 

1945, 79640) 

        S170E = Array(2573, 1913, 2061, 1487, 967, 967, 1422, 1935, 2504, 3306, 

4392, 5000, 6094, 6356, 6256, 6177, 6212, 6138, 5722, 4938, 4352, 3998, 3218, 

2136, 90124) 

        S170W = Array(2796, 1854, 1761, 1014, 885, 1126, 1590, 2171, 2828, 

3879, 4852, 5318, 6317, 6766, 6636, 6606, 6440, 6361, 6009, 4968, 4477, 4054, 

3184, 2120, 94011) 
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        S171N = Array(1176, 776, 571, 392, 309, 426, 629, 901, 1348, 2011, 

2504, 2830, 3495, 3796, 3705, 3660, 3652, 3673, 3334, 2981, 2688, 2244, 1595, 

937, 49632) 

        S171S = Array(1185, 775, 593, 422, 343, 408, 670, 1070, 1473, 2215, 

2782, 2761, 3309, 3596, 3668, 3592, 3542, 3425, 3255, 2886, 2533, 2177, 1609, 

973, 49260) 

        S191E = Array(1576, 1040, 845, 517, 505, 695, 1152, 1803, 2235, 2999, 

3669, 3599, 4047, 4518, 4630, 4707, 4787, 4864, 4550, 3552, 2942, 2581, 1971, 

1169, 64951) 

        S191W = Array(1629, 1117, 939, 661, 497, 591, 927, 1354, 1890, 2711, 

3550, 4394, 5149, 5483, 5256, 5006, 4726, 4563, 4361, 3794, 3278, 2816, 2247, 

1424, 68361) 

        S192E = Array(1285, 806, 787, 489, 375, 465, 686, 816, 1159, 1596, 

2027, 2249, 2597, 2940, 2969, 2988, 3081, 3042, 2561, 2033, 1637, 1691, 1856, 

1613, 41750) 

        S192W = Array(1135, 855, 1010, 679, 378, 348, 529, 697, 959, 1304, 

1647, 2136, 2519, 2567, 2798, 2737, 2632, 2605, 2525, 2158, 1793, 1582, 1319, 

921, 37832) 

        S220N = Array(663, 441, 314, 218, 174, 259, 399, 488, 715, 941, 1262, 

1324, 1559, 1968, 2025, 2002, 2054, 2185, 2169, 1928, 1673, 1380, 1043, 693, 

27876) 

        S220S = Array(591, 475, 527, 330, 230, 244, 383, 618, 807, 1250, 1674, 

1767, 1950, 2354, 2302, 2179, 2011, 1788, 1657, 1412, 1200, 997, 755, 532, 

28034) 

        S221E = Array(1234, 975, 934, 597, 418, 445, 630, 938, 1126, 1477, 

1862, 2173, 2714, 3029, 2985, 2953, 2947, 2886, 2633, 2408, 2152, 1794, 1490, 

1033, 41833) 

        S221W = Array(946, 582, 457, 327, 294, 503, 797, 937, 1313, 1828, 2128, 

2097, 2373, 2434, 2366, 2283, 2347, 2407, 2302, 1956, 1773, 1610, 1240, 807, 

36106) 

         

        'Locates and returns the array corresponding the the station location 

and direction 

        If Station = "0.5 MI W of IH 635" And Direction = "E" Then Counts = 

S221E 

        If Station = "0.5 MI W of IH 635" And Direction = "W" Then Counts = 

S221W 

        If Station = "1.5 MI N of SL 12" And Direction = "N" Then Counts = 

S220N 

        If Station = "1.5 MI N of SL 12" And Direction = "S" Then Counts = 

S220S 

        If Station = "0.1 MI W of DALLAS CO. LINE" And Direction = "E" Then 

Counts = S192E 

        If Station = "0.1 MI W of DALLAS CO. LINE" And Direction = "W" Then 

Counts = S192W 

        If Station = "0.4 MI E of TARRANT CO. LINE" And Direction = "E" Then 

Counts = S191E 

        If Station = "0.4 MI E of TARRANT CO. LINE" And Direction = "W" Then 

Counts = S191W 

        If Station = "2.0 MI NE of IH 20" And Direction = "N" Then Counts = 

S171N 

        If Station = "2.0 MI NE of IH 20" And Direction = "S" Then Counts = 

S171S 

        If Station = "3.1 MI E of IH 35E" And Direction = "E" Then Counts = 

S170E 
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        If Station = "3.1 MI E of IH 35E" And Direction = "W" Then Counts = 

S170W 

        If Station = "0.3 MI N of US 67" And Direction = "N" Then Counts = 

S148N 

        If Station = "0.3 MI N of US 67" And Direction = "S" Then Counts = 

S148S 

        If Station = "3.0 MI E of SH 34" And Direction = "E" Then Counts = 

S145E 

        If Station = "3.0 MI E of SH 34" And Direction = "W" Then Counts = 

S145W 

        If Station = "1.6 MI SE of SH 356" And Direction = "N" Then Counts = 

S126N 

        If Station = "1.6 MI SE of SH 356" And Direction = "S" Then Counts = 

S126S 

        If Station = "2.5 MI S of SH 121" And Direction = "N" Then Counts = 

S121N 

        If Station = "2.5 MI S of SH 121" And Direction = "S" Then Counts = 

S121S 

        If Station = "0.4 MI W of SH 356" And Direction = "E" Then Counts = 

S55E 

        If Station = "0.4 MI W of SH 356" And Direction = "W" Then Counts = 

S55W 

        If Station = "5.6 MI S of SH 31" And Direction = "N" Then Counts = S40N 

        If Station = "5.6 MI S of SH 31" And Direction = "S" Then Counts = S40S 

        If Station = "1.2 MI SE of IH 20" And Direction = "W" Then Counts = 

S17W 

        If Station = "1.2 MI SE of IH 20" And Direction = "E" Then Counts = 

S17E 

 

End Function  
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Program A.8: Rui Gao’s programs 

For the code of all other programs mentioned in this thesis, please see:  

Gao, R. Programming for Enhancing System-Wide Traffic Operations - The Design 

of a GIS-based Traffic Control Planning Tool. Thesis. The University of Texas at Austin, 

2008. Print. 
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